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SECTION I

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain a basic understanding of the

processes involved in keeping a clear, unblurred, image on

the retina, it is necessary to deal in some detail with the

anatomical and physiological- properties of the human eye lens

and. its environment. In addition, the optics of the image

formation and the neurological aspects of the image evaluation

must be considered.

The process, which enables a. person to change the

optical power of his eye lens, is usually referred to as

accommodation. It is a highly complicated interacting control

system that consists of optical and mechanical transducers

and partly unknown connecting neural pathways. In principle,

the following events can be distinguished. Suppose an out-of-

focus image of an object is formed on the retina because the

poorer of the eyelens differs from the value necessary to

make the object plane and retina conjugate. The blurred image

on the retina is detected and information concerning this blur

is transMitted to higher brain centers. After evaluation, a,

signal is transmitted. bask to muscles which alloy the lens to

change its dioptric power and to improve the focussing of the

retinal image; A simplified block diagram of this feedback

process is shown in Fig. l.l. 51)
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Under normal viewing conditions, the accommodative

system is completely involuntary, i.e. adjustments in

accommodation occur without any conscious effort or knowledge

of the person himself. Its operation has the same effect as

an automatic focussing device, well-known from sophisticated

camera systems. In the subsequent sections, vie will review

the literature concerning the human eye lens and try to

indicate some of the relevant characteristics of the various

elements of this feedback system.

This report will present the latest available

Information regarding the anatomy, physiology and functional

experimental procedures relative to the accommodative process

of the human eye. Throughout the presentation quantitative

aspects will be emphasized. In many instances this emphasis

requires considerable attention be paid to past and present



methods of measuring accommodat."Lon because it was found

that there does not exist a satisfactory, means of measuring

simultaneously and dynamically the near reflex ocular triad

of accommodation, pupil diameter and convergence. The lack

of such experimental. equipment was not considered reason to

neglect the theoretical considerations of accommodation.

In particular considerable attention is given to image

formation from both classical and. spatial transformation

viewpoints. In addition, the control.-systems- theoretic

analysis of the accommodative syste=m is emphasized

throughout the presentation and is culminated in a multi-

variable block diagram of the system as it is thought to

exist today.

Of considerable importance to experimentation is

the instrument review of dymmic optometers which we feel

illustrates the inadequacy of present instrumentation to

fulfill the needs of a comprehensive study of accommodation

and its associated systems. These needs are'made explicit

in a later section of the report.

The final two sections of the report outline briefly

possible clinical and mission oriented applications of a

proposed Optical Status Tester that we feel would fill the

needs of monitoring the ocular near reflex under a wide range

of environmental conditions.



SECTION -2

2. BA.,91C MACROSCOPIC A.N!>`I OMY OF THE ACCOMMODATIONON

A. horizontal. crossection of the human eye; is shown in

Fig. 2.1. The accolnmodative mechanism consists of the Ions,

the suspensary ligaments or ronule fibers, and the ciliary

muscle. Thesi.: cornponents will be discussed in somewhat more

detail_ In the next paragraphs
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a. Th.el. Lens. The Ions is a transparent

structure of a biconvex shape with a rounded border or

equator. (Fig. 2.2).

Posler,.ior, sole

It r^J	 r	 equalol,

ti` ! 	I	 "	 !f!^	 !f	 f.	 ^i

AnfeNor7 pole

Fi 9, 2.2

The posterior surface is more highly curved than the anterior

surface, with the curvatures culminating in the posterior and

anterior poles respectively. The lane between the two pokes

i.s called the axis. The Ions is placed immediately behind

the pupil, the iris resting on its anterior surface (Fig. 2.3).
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its position is fairly vertical but not quite symmetrical,

since its axis deviates from the visual axis by about; 40 1^),

The lens is surrounded by a strong and highly elastic capsule

through which it is supported from the ciliary body by the

zonule fibers (suspensory ligaments), No quantitative

ineasurements about the elasticity of the capsule have been.

made so far. Although seemingly structureless, the capsule is

composed of two layers as can be sho>m by appropriate

staining, methods 41 ). The outer of these two layers is called.
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tYje ztmujar :lalnc:lla. in persons exposed to heat and g:latxe

the zonular lamella may become exfoliated, forming a type of

opacity knowy as glans blower 's  cataract. The lens capsule

is transparmnt and very resistant to pathological and

chemical influences. Its thicl:ne s varies at different

parts of the Lens and' increases gradually with increasing

age.	 Fig 2.4 gives an idea of the relative change in

thickness, The thinnest part (2 micron) is found at the

posterior; pole, and on both the anterior and posterior

surfaces there is a circular zone of maximal thickness

(23 micron) running round concentrically with the equator".

These changes in thickness determine for a great pert the

shape of the lens.

ANTERIOR CAPSULC

POSTERIOR POLE,

Magrim of the reladvc thickness of the capsule in various portions, is mcnsurecl by
Fincham,

Fig. 2. 4



The lens epithelium extends, as a single layer of cells under

the anterior capsule as far as the equator. At the equator

the epithelial cells develop into young lens fibers, which

compose the lens substance. The lens substance is not

elastic. If the lens capsule is removed, the )_ens will not

return to its original shape after deformation by an

external force. 1)

The lens is a living structure and throughout the

life of a person new fibers are constantly forming. As the

f5rmation of new fibers takes place, the older fibers are

compressed and pushed: in toward the center. This results

in an increasing density of the lens from the surface to

the center. Since the inner fibers are the older, they are

more sclerosed and less translucent than the more recently

'formed peripheral fibers. There is no sharp boundary between

the various portions of the Lens but, in general, two main

parts can be recognized, i.e., a dense center or nucleus, and

the surrounding cortex (Fig, 2,5), 
27)
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. The various dimensions of the lens vary considerably
a

between different persons and with age.	 Table 2,1 summarizes

some average values quoted by' Dube-Elder. 18)

Child	 Adult

Axis	 3.5-14. nm,	 4-4.2 i m

Equatorial Diameter	 4.5-9 ir_m	 9 inm

Ra "bus of Cuv tune
Anterior Surface	 5 iilra	 10 mnra

Radius ofCurva Lure
Posterior Surface	 4 mm	 6 wi

. Weight	 ----	 200 mg

Volume	 ..--	 200	 3

TABLE 2.1 ..4_ Some average values of various lens
dimensions (unaccornmodated eye).

b. The Zonule.	 The zonule fibers (suspensory

ligament of the lens) stretch from a broad origin av the

ciliary body to the periphery of the lens. 	 It is essentially

a series of fibers that hold the Lens in position and that

play an important role in the mechanism of accommodation-,

since the zonule forms one of the main connections between the

ciliary muscle and the lens capsule. 	 The fibres are transparent,

straight for the most part, stiff in appearance and inextensible.

Their caliber, which is very constant for each fiber, varies50)

from 2 to 8P-	 but can have much higher values in certain

instances (up to 40,^ ).	 To the side of the lens each fiber



breaks up an a series r,' ex .y 'in fibrils, tvhl.eh

become continuous vith the zonul.ar lamella. A similar

process takes care of the attachment at the side of the

ciliary body.

c, The Ciliary- Pluscle. According to Salzmann

three groups of muscle fibers can be distinguished which

make up the whole of the ciliary muscle—a merldional bundle,

a radial portion, and a circular portion (Fig 266)
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Antcroposteriar section thrOkldl the :interior )-,Ortian of the eye. (Modified after
11'01 fT. )

Fig. 206



The meridiona:l bundle has its origin at the

corneoscleral ,junction ;just in Uack of Schle^Yt^m t s canal.
It thins off poster-iorly and connects with the fine

trabecular whieh cross the sups^achoroidal. space. The

insertion of this bundle is in the choroid coat near the

posterior pole of the eye.

The fibers of the radial portion are very much

intermixes with the framework of the connective tissue.

This mares it difficult to determine the exact topography

of the bundle as a whole, and no definite origin or insertion
2)

can be distinguished.

The circular portion (also called Muller°s muscle)

consists of fibers that form a circular bundle at the inner,

anterior aspect of the ciliary body. They form a sphincter

muscle that on constriction narrows the ring formed by the

ciliary processes and on which the zonu:le fibers are

attached. The form of the ciliary muscle as a whole depends

largely on this circular portion. The circular portion is

poorly developed in myopic -eyes and well. developed in

hyperopic eyes. This suggests that this portion plays an

important role in accommodation. Contraction of the circular

portion of the ciliary muscle alone must result in

relaxation of the Zonule (Pig. 2.7).
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It is still not known t,That the exact effect is of contraction

of the meridlonal, and radial portions of the ciliary muscle.

d. Mechanisms for Ac conmiodation• Of the various

existing theories about the mechanisms of aceommodatJon, only

one is supported by sufficient experimental evidence to

make a more detailed discussion worthwhile. The relaxation

theory was originally formulated by Young and Helmholtv., 31)

and recently supported by Finchazp.. 
2	

It assumes that in the

unaccom-raodated eye at rest, the lens is compressed in its

capsule by a pulling force of the zonule. In this condition,

the lens has its smallest curvature and, consequently, its

smallest dioptric power. In the normal eye, objects at

infinity will be imaged at the retina, in other words, the eye

is accommodating at infinity. The zonule is not supposed to
E

have elastic properties but is kept constantly stretched by



its attachments to the ciliary body. In Helmhol,tz t s

original theory the elasLic.1ty of, the choroid was supposed to

balance the tension of the zonule. In the process of

accomm6dation., the ciliary muscle contracts and the

choroid is pulled forward, releasing the' tension of the

zonule. Also the ring foamed by the circular portion.- of

the ciliary muscle is narrowed, releasing the tension of

the zonule even more. When the lens capsule is freed from

the pulling force of the zonule, as all elastic bodies it

tries to take a more spherical shape, thus increasing the

curvature and dioptric power of the lens. There are strong

objections against therale of the choroid in sustaining the

elastic traction of the lens capsule. It does not seem

logical to expect the choroid, being a richly vascular

network, to act as a counterweight for such a continually

acting force. Therefore, Henderson 
3) 

suggested that the

traction of the zonule was achieved mainly by the radial and

longitudinal (meridional) portions of the ciliary muscle.

He pointed out that the non-rigid structure of the zonule

and the ciliary processes follovis in its course from the

choroid to the lens a curve rather than a straight line.

This curvature cannot exist without support, and the support

must take an active part in transmitting the strain. Henderson

gave anatomical evidence that the ciliary muscle supported

the arch formed by the zonule and the ciliary processes. He

ascribed different . functions to each part . of the ciliary muscle.



The longitudinal fibers act' as support to the distal

extremity of the zonule- i;he radial fibers- support the

zonular, arch and act as a tensor zonu:lt; the circular

fibers act as a sphincter in the generally accepted manner.

Henderson was convinced that the zonule is constantly

stretched by means of the longitudinal and radial fibers

and that the pull on the zonule by the elasticity of the

lens capsule is counterbalanced by the tone of these fibers.

This seems also a much more logical function for a muscle

Instead as for a vascular structure such as the ehoroid..

The follo Ting two main Functions of the ciliary

muscle were thought to be mediated by different muscle

bundles and innervated by different nerve supplies. The

radial and longitudinal fibers maintain a constant postural

activity to counterbalance the pull of the zonule. The

sphincter, or circular muscle, overcomes the tension on the

zonula and permits It to become slack. These ideas are in

agreement with the evidence that both parasympathetic and

sympathetic innervation are concerned in accommodation.

Accommodation is accomplished by inhibition of the postural

activity of the longitudinal fibers and by active contraction

of the circular fibers (sphincter). Henderson regarded the

sympathetic nerve as excitatory and . the third cranial nerve

as inhibitory.
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Another Interesting experimental finding is strong
N,

evidence; for the relaxation theory. Namely, the fact that

during the eic	 nodati.on the lens sinks i.n the d:i.rect! on of

gravity. Finoham 21) found the distance from the anterior

surface of the lens to the cornea In the accommodated state

to be 0.2 mmAess when the head tras held forward parallel to

the floor than when the head was held erect, shotvt,ng the

effect, of gravity on the position of the lens during

acoommodation. No change in this distance was observable

with a change In position of the head when the eye was not

fully acconmiodatod.



SECTION

3, TT}. H^^UMAN EYE AS AN OPTICAL SYSTEM. _...,	 a.	 4..	 ^... 	 _. ^.....

Before a ray of light hits the retina, it has to go

through a number of mcr?i.a (Mg. 2,1). The optical densities

of these media are different, the indices of refraction are

different, and the curvature of the borderline between two

successive media, changes along the light path. It can be

assumed that the transmission;coefficient of the various

media for light in the visible part of the .,pe ctrum. (400-800 m/)

is independent of the wavelength, In order to calculate the

characteristics of the retinal image, it would be very
convenient if the laws of geometrical optics could, be applied.

However, this is not simply possible because in the lens

substance the index of refraction changes continuously with

position. This means that the :lens represents a nonhomogeneous

medium, and one of the basis assumptions of geometrical optics,

i.e., rectilinear propagation, is not satisfied._ To get

around this difficulty various investigators have constructed

schematic eyes in which the . lens was ca^npased of several layers

of constant index of refraction, The number of layers should

be small to avoid long and complicated calculations, on the

other hand., care must be taken to approximate the real role

of the lens in the image formation process as closely as

possible. In the following discussion we will use the schematic

eye of Gullstrand. 28) Gullstrand o s data. are closelto reality

and generally accepted in the major portion of ophtalmic

literature.
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a. The Schematic Eye.	 Some of the da.tR from

Gull.strand v a .Schemat ic eye'. (unaocominocl.ated) rlre summarized

in Table 3.1.	 The schematic lens consists of a core lens

of refractive index 1,406 surrounded by a cortex: of refractive

index 1.386.	 This situation is also found in the real lens of

an adult person.	 The cortex consists of young f iber s (lower

refractive index) and the core_ consists of oldox, more compre ssed

fibers (higher refractive index).	 L"xperin, ent:all.y; the index

of refract ion at the center of t;he core :Lena is found to be

equal to 1.406, while the ' index of refraction at the vertices

of the crystalline lens is found to' be equ0.1 to 1 .386.

^.^.
of'Axi7.f.^...

Medium	 Index Surface 	 Curvature	 Separation

y	 Air	 1.000 Ant. Cornea	 7.7 nun
Cornea	 1.376 0„ 5 min

Post, Cornea	 6.8 mm
Aqueous humorl.336 3.1 nun

Ant. Lens
(Cortex)	 10. 0 mm

Lens (Cortex)1.386 0.55 MD,
Ant. Lens
(core)	 7.91 mm

Lens ( Core)	 1. 406 2.X1.2	 trail
Post. Lens	 .5676 mw

(Core)	 - -0.63 mm
' Post, Lens

(Cortex)	 -6. 0 wi
_	 - Vitreous -	 -

humor	 1.336

TABLE: 3.1.

In the schematic eye, these val.uc s are ehouon for the constant

indices of refraction of the core lens and the cortex:.	 The

radii of curvature and the positions of the anterior and

posterior surfaces of the core Lens do not correspond to' reality

but are chosen to mike the opt ical. propertie s of the' s chematic



Ions as close to th.oso of the crystalline lens, lloV.,oc*er,

the radAl of curvature and the positions of the ^zr7tcrl.o and

posterior surfaces of the cortex have the same values as

found In the average adult person.

Another approximation in the schematic eye_ is that

all. the surfaces are supposed to be spherical. In reality,

this holds only in the neighbourhood of the vertices, but

is certainly not true for any of the surfaces as a whole.

However, for paraxial rays this approximation Is quite

acceptable.

From the foregoing it is oj^vi.ous that in charactcrIzing

the human optical. system it is impossible to use a thin lens
r

approximation., Instead, a characterization using the six

cardinal points Dust be employed, The "thick lens" formula is
nt « n
	 n t	n	 Eq. (3.1)

f'	 f

In Eq. (3,l) 1 1 is the image di sinane e measured with

respect to the second principle plane (H2) and I is the object

distance measured with respect to the first principle plane (HI).

Similarly, f 9 is the distance of the second princip .l.:i.^ focus

from the second princip,;l'b, plane, arid f is the distance of the

first princip,'De foaizs from the first principle plane,

n and n t are the refractive indices of object and image space

respectively. Distances measured in the same direction as

the light is travelling are regarded positive. The two

princip3 O planes are conjugate planes of unit transversese

magnification, In the construction of the image, one often

uses the concept of nodal, planes. These are also con jugate
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panes and.t}it;i.r 3.nL• ex^,^ec:t3.orA;^ w-1th the opt., I ax^.s are

the nodal points. Any ray directed towards the first nodal

point; (NI) leaves the: systom as coming from the second

nodal, point (N2 ), and parallel with its original. direotion.

The distance between the two principle planes is all-rays

equal to the distance between the two nodal. plane^. Also

the distance from the first pri.no 1p L6 focus to the first

prinoIp -e _plane equals the distance from the second princip1.6

focus to the second nodal plane.

We will now give a scheme to ealoulat:e the cardinal

points of a system of eo-axial surfaces separated by regions

of different indices of refraotion (Fig. 3.1).

n 
	 r12	

r1b3	 n 	 nk1q.3,

.1
x.	 r 2	 z 3	 rk--). ry

Fig. 3.
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Explanation of symbols:

rp radius of curvature of the p h surface (meters)

tlp z index of refraction of the medium in front, of
the p

.̂ h surface

d  s axial. separat ion between the pth and the
(p+1 )th	 surface (Peters)

F  np+, -np	 surface power of the pth surface (diopters)

rp

Lp s object distance for the pth surface (diopte'rs)

L t p	 s image distance for the pt h surface (diopters)

(L and L t are measured with respect to the vertex of
th surface)P

In Fig. 3.1 the light is supposed to travel from left to

right. The next step is to solve the following set of

equations.

° Li =p;	 L t i	 L1 + F1	 Fi

1	 ^	 tL2 - ^^.	 L 2 = Lz	 Fz
CLI

Lt1

(Eq.	 3.2)
L3	 1  	 L' 3 -- L3	 F3

I	 ^ d2
viz

n=3	 .

Lk =	 l	 L i k = Lk	 Fk

L t k-1	 rid{ "'"

It can be shotni that the equivalent focal. length of

the optical system in Fig, 3.1 is given by Eq. 3.3

Feq - L t l (L t 2)	 (L?^}	 .....(Ltk)	 Eq.	 3.3).^
O	 (L3)	 (k )
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Feq In Eq, 3.3 provides the distance f e between the second

principl.o focus and the second principle plane, namely

fe -- "k •^ l . Lt Y in Eq. (3.2) provides the d'Istance v between•	 Fe`^

the second principle focus and the vertex of the :last

refracting surface, namely v = nk,71	 From the foregoing
Lik

it is clear that Eck. (3.2) and Eq 0 (3 a3) ' d eterini.ne together

the position of the second principle focus, the position of the 	 -

second principle plane, and the position of the second nodal

plane, all with respect to the optica l. system. By letting

the fight travel from right to left in the optical. system of

Fig. (3.1), we find analogous equations to deteri,-Une the

first principle focus, the first principle plane, and the

first nodal plane.

In the case of the human eye, values of n r and d can

be found from Table 3.2, and the calculation of the cardinal

points is a straighforvra,rd but laborious job. Calculated

values from, Gullstrand are given in Table 3.2 for the

munaccamodated eye.

Cardinal Point	 Position with respect to anterior
surface of cornea

lst principle point	 1.348 mm
2nd principle point	 1.602 mm
lst focal. point 	 •15.707 mm
2nd focal. point	 _24. 387 

mm
lst nodal point ,	7.078 mm
2nd nodal point	 7.332 mm

Table 3.2
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b. The S)-woli.f-led Eye.	 It is possible to reduce

the model a the crystalline lens, as used in the schematic

eye, even mote. In Gullstrand's simplified eye the crystalline

Ions is represented as one single thick lens, The positions

and radii of eu3:vature of the Uantori or and posterior surfaces

of this thick lens are equal to the corresponding values for

the crystalline lens. However, the constant index of refraction

must be chosen equal to 1. 1 1.13, to make the optical properties

of the single thick lens as close as possible to those of the

crystalline lens.

Gul .strand has shown that this simplification describes

the optical image formation of the real eye still quite

accurately. The obvious advantage is the reduction of the

number of refracting surfaces, which makes ' the calculation of

the cardinal points much simpler. Another reduction in the

simplified eye concerns the cornea. In the schematic eye the

cornea is represented by an anterior and posterior surface

(radii of curvature 7.7 mri and 6.8 mm, respectively) separated

by a medium of refractive index 1.376 (axial separation 0.5mm).

The equivalent power of the cornea can be calculated easily

with Eq. (3.2) and Eq, (3.3), , using the following values in

Fig. 3.1.

n _ l	 rl 7.7 mm	
Fl 0 Op^^ 48.83 D

n2	 1.37 6	 r2	 6. 8 mm	 F2 _ 0.01PO _ -5.88 nT.
 1.336	 d1	 005 mm

sow 012 -.. 4
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Substitution of these values in Eq. (3.2) gives

Ll - 0 	 :1	 48.83

u	
L2 r i	

.^	 49-75 L'2
	 49.15 .5-88	 43-8(

0.000548.83
Feq 48.83 t^3:̀ 85)Y — 43-05 D

In the simplified eye the cornea is replaced by a

single surface with radius of curvature equal to 7.8 mm at the

position of the anterior surface of the cornea. This single

surface separates the media air and aqueous humor ( index of
e

refraction 1.000 and 1.336, respectively) . The equivalent;

power of this surface is simple F W o^336	 43 ,08 D, which
eq	0.00`j8

Is very close to that of the schematic cornea.

We will use Gullstrand's simplified eye as a basis for
a	 _

calculation of the characteristics of the °retinal image. The

basic data are shown in Fig. 3.2. For the unaecommoda:ted

simplified eye we have

n1 	]_	 di = 3.6	 ri	 7, 8 min

1.336	 d2 3.6	 r2 10 mm

n3	 1.x•13	 d3	 16.97	 r3	 s6 mm
f.33v

Using these data in Eq.(3.2)and Eq.(3.3) it is easy

'to calculate the positions of the principle points. The

results are summarized in Table 3.3 for the .unaccommoda.ted eye.

Maim-

5

^.._	 . _ m_	 _ _ _, s	-
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Cardinal Point Position with resl7ect to anterior
surface of cornea

Unacaomlmodated	 Accommodated 8,62 13

Ist principl e point 1,47 mltt	 1.70
2nd principle point 1.75 mm	 2. 03
lst focal. point --1.5.31 W11	 -12.96
2nd focal point 24.17 mm	 21.61
lst nodal point 7.11.	 111121	 6.62
2nd nodal. point 7.39 nn-a	 6.95

Table 3, g

c. Accolnmodation	 In the process of acca;..muod.ation

three parameters are changing; significantly, increasing the

dioptric power of the eye as a whole. 	 First, the radii of}
curvature of the anterior surface and the posterior surface

of the lens both ,decrease.	 Secondly, the anterior surface of

the lens moves forward, 	 In the case cohere the eye is

accommodated 8.62 D, i.e., focused '^or an obj ect 11.6 cm in

front of the First principal plane, we have the follot}ring

parameters

Radius of curvature of the poste.vior lens surface	 +5.00 IT"n

Radius of curvature of the anterioror lens surface	 -5.00 mm

Axial thickness of Lens = 4.00 mm

' Axial thickness of anterior chamber = 3.2.
11lm

All the other parameters remain more or less unchanged. A.gai L

the cardinal. points of the system can be calculated and the

results are shown in Table 3.3 for the simplified. eye,
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d.	 Entrance and Exit pupll q ,	 The entr:.. nce pupil

of the huua a-1 eye is the Image of the actual. pupil for ed by

rays which, have; been refracted by the cornea,	 The plane of

the pupil cuts through the axis of the eye at the fi ont

vertex of the lensm i..e, s 3 ..60 mmri from the cornea In the

unaccom modated eye and 3.20 Dim from the cornea in an

8.62 D accommodated eye.

Unaccoinr,^.odated ye.

Equation (3.1) is used to calculate; the position"

of the entrance pupils

L t = F + L

In this case

L	 D	 2J.36 ^w.. ..3 	 _ w 3 71 diopters
3.6 x to

F= 43 diopters (surface power of cornea)

Sub stitutIon of these values in Eq. (3e1) yields

L t	 371 •a- 143	 -	 -328 diopt ers

Thus the position of the entrance pupil is

l t -- n' x 103 -_ l	 x 10	 -- -3.05 mm (measured
ti	 :32£3	 with respect

to the cornea)

The magnification is given by

m	 L	 -...371	 .. -1.13
^v	 :59

Accommo.aatecl , 	 e, In this case L .^ „1.36.w ^w	 _	
3.?	 41 7 diopt erx 1.03

ti Consequently we find L' =^ .417 4. 43 ^ ^ 374 diopters,

The position of the entrance pupil is

1' -- 10	 = -2.67 nun	 (measured with respect to
M 3-7	 the cornea

The magnification is

m	 _oa r	-1-1, 12



The exit pizpil of the human eye Is the imaw;e of the

actual pups). fot4med by rofi-action through the orystia,J,: ine I rn;^.

AF7ain the center of the actual. pupil is tat^eri as coincident zv3.'ch

the anterior vertex of the . lons 9 i.e. * 3.60 imn from the posterior

surface of the lens in the unaccominodated eye and 4.00 mm from

the posterior surface of the lens in a 8.62 D accommodated eye.

Using again Eq. (3.1) we find for the unaccommodate d eye,.

°3.52 Hain (with respect to the posterior
., k

surface of the lens)

m L - +1.03
L+

For a 8.62 D accommodated eye, these values are

	

i s = 3.94 mm and in 	 1.04

The results are sunmarized in Table 3.4

Unaccormnoda.t ed A	 dn,co -1111otedr _._
FIT—

._^	 ......_...w	 ^...	 .. 
Position of acf;tiia L pupIT behind
the vertex of the cornea 	 .. 3.60 Imn
Position  of entrance pupil -beh^ncl~'
the vertex- of the cornea	 .0 min	 2_67rn^xi
To o i.i>i^ ot `^ e ^'^' pvp	 behind to
vertex of the ^cornea3.68 I'm

a 	 en i, ance ^buoa. -^.._. w
	

:1. 1. ^.^.....^	 .^. ^:L. 3.2
Ma,nif'irati9.on^Ex.t pAp^:1^ 	 ^_..^^ w^r_ ^.w	 1.07^^n.,

Table 3.4



SECTION

4, IMAGE CHARAC`1 BRITS` ICS

. MsZn1 9 c a-tion^t The calculration of the position

and the size of the image formed on the retina' is a ,stralght-

forward procedure as soon as the cardinal points of the system

are known. A difficulty is that the position of the cardinal

points depends on the accomi-nodative state of the eye in a gray

which is difficult to predict because of a lack of enough data.
28)

Since the most dependable data are given by Gullstrand	 .

for an una.ccommodated eye and a 8.62 D aocommodated eye, we will

male some calculations for these two extreme situations. For

all practical purposes the actual results will fall in the

range betv4een these two limits.

First, let us consider the unaccommodated e ye looking

at an Inf initely distant object, situated on the optical axis

and subtending an angle cC. This means that all the nays f rom

the upper extremity of the object make the same angle ^'. ^tirith

the reference axis. By definition vie know that the ray directed

towards the first nodal point leaves the optical system as

coining from tho second nodal 'point and parallel to the incoming

ray. Furthermore, the imago of an object at infinity will be

at the retina, which is about 16.8 mm from the seoond nodal.

point, Thi. 's means that the height h of the linage is equal to

h . (in min) ... -16,8 tg 4	 Eq. (4.1)

The	 sign in Eq. (4.1) ind.tcates that we have a reversed

linage.

a	
•

—„^^..___ Vauw	
:
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In car3e tide;	 es^t	 Is a ocomrnocl..1ted XI), 	 ai	 ot^;}e ct ^	 mete:^^	 in

° front of tine fir St princ 9.pl e	 plane, will be focussed oil the

retina.	 We nssuine that the positions, o.	 the ce^xrlina3. pr^ i.nts

remain more or lotsw constant with respect to the retina

dur ing th e process of accommodation. 	 In that case vie have

Li	 -XD;	 F = (59.60 + X) D and LG 1 r; 59.6 010.

Thus- the transverse niagni.fi.cation for an. ob ject
Xm in front of the first prinolp3_e plane is

rr	 .gi 	 (4.2)

For example, if the object height Is 3.00 mm and the

object is located at a distance of 1 meter In front of the

first principle plane, then the image-height will be

'" 5^'e G x 1.00 M -1.68 imr, if the eye is accommodated l diopter..

b, ; Blur,	 Although the blur can have many c^.L7ses, in

this particular section wewill only discuss the blur due to

an out-of-focus image on the re tina,	 First, let us, consider

the blur caused by an object -poiYlt located oil 	 opti.cr-A.

f axis,	 If the imago is out of focus it becomes a, blur circle.

of the same shape as the exit pupil, which we assume to be

perfectly round,	 The following quantities are defined:

object distance:	 -	 -X diopters

distance for which eye
is acconmiodated: 	 X diopters

diameter exit pupils 	 P mm

diameter blur circle::	 B mm

Under the assumption that the exit pupil is located

3.47 r,n behind, the vertex of the cornea and that the location

of t;de exit pupil as wcl). as the location of the principle

planes do not . change during accommodation, Fq (4,3) can be
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derived f -oll, sIlTiple goometx4o considerations

B = o, o 1.8 P / y -'. X/ mm	 Eq, (1.1 3)

In the process of deriving Eck. CPO) some ad.di.ti.onal

numerical approximations have been made. We note from

Eq. (4.3) that the size of the blur circle depends on the

absolute val.uo of the di.ff of enbe botween object di,sta.nco y

and accommodation Y (both in di.opters). For example, with a

fixed accommodat'cvc^ :Mate Y, the blur c,i.rul es that belong

to the posi.ti.ons (Y-X) di.opters and (Y-1--X) diopters of the

object-point, wi,l.l have the same size. Furthermore, with

incoherent light and in the absence of any aber: xati.on, the

light is uniformly distributed over the blur eir.9cl.e. The

Illuminance E at any point; of the blur circle Is equal. to

`-2 There r is the t;ot;aI amount of light in the image and
7Tr
r is the radius of the blur: circle. Under these condi.ti.ons,

in a first; order approximation the blur will only contain

even-error information for the aecommodative control, system.

Experimental results indicate that the human accommodative

control system in which the size: of the blur is the only

error criterion, behaves= indeed as an even-error control. systeni2 053055)r 

However, in normal life there are so many additional. clues

( s ize, br:•kghtneo s, movement) which, together perhaps i-rith

hi.gher.''order aberrations, provide enough directional.

I. ifor^^ai;i on to guarantee odd-error control,
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	 The value P of the ex ,t-pupil dlamoter call be

detea^mixxc:;d by ;nea ;ux:ing thc; ent-c-ance-pupl) diameter. This

is the pupil dlamei,er iffilch we see, by look ing, at a persons

actual. pupil and which Is i oa.sured by all cemmcan-type

pupil ometers, The exit-pupil diametc*.r is approxir^iG tely

a factor 0.92 times the ent 'ra:ncr--pupi.:l. diameter. (See

section 30^^ 0

An interesting phenomenon can be observed when

light of a continuous laser Is so tt,ered at a surface such as,

for example, the laboratory wall. The scattered :Laser light

shows a, peculiar granularity, the apparent , 'size of which

Increa ses with decreasing apertu;; os of the optical system.

Rigden and Gordon p'F ) show that the optical system acts as a

band-pass filter for the nois y: input that arises from the

random Fourier components of the scattering surface, The

granularity  is e p^.ained a s two-dimensional i.onal boa'Us In the

output of a band-limiting filter fed by noise, at a Frequency

approximating the band-pass.

If the observer moves, and the plane of focus of the

observer does not correspond to the scattering surface, the

granular pattern shows a motion as a result of parallax,

The relative direction of motion reverses as the plane of

focus is moved from behind to in front- 146f the scattering plane.

This can be explained as follows. In contrast with the

homogeneous blur caused by incoherent 1.9.ght, i1e have Hour a

"structured" blur that arises from the interference of completely



ys composingcoherent diffraction patterns. The light .'ga 

the blur, will reversewhen the image plane passes through

the conjucate plane (Fig, 4,1)

conjugate plane

object

lens

image planes

Fig.. 4.1

If the blur is homogeneous, we can never detect from the

change in blur in which direction the image plane is moving

(even-Terror). If the blur is structured, however, we can "detect

the reversal of the pattern (odd-error) In an analogous way,
W

..	 we can detect: a reversal of relative motion, in case the

object is moving slowly and perpendicular,{';ith respect to the

optical axis. This principle is used in a subjective' optometer,

in which the subject indicates in which direction a scattered



laser pattern on a slowly rotating drum is moving. 35)

if a point source of light is imaged onto the retina,

the image	 never be a point but a light distribution

centered on the theoretical linage of the point: ( the chief

ray image).	 This light distribution is caused and determined

by the aberrations, the scattering and the transmittnnee of the

optical system (the eye) in a gray 'which is difficult to predict.

The total amount of light F contained in the chief ray image

is given by the following equation. 24-)

1^ r^ - W a2 t	 Eq . (4.4)

In Eq. (4.4):

I = candle power of light source

r distance from light source to entrance pupil

0 angle of Incidence (angle between the line
which connects the light source with the
center of the pupil and the normal to
the plane of the pupil).

a = diameter of entrance pupil

t = 'transmittance of the media of the eye

F is expressed in lumens. The light distribution

around the chief ray image is rotational symmetric, thus the

Illumination at any point depends on the distance from the

chief ray image only. The point image distribution function

is defined as a function P (r) of r with which F has to be

multiplied in order to obtain the illuminance E at a point

at distance r from the chief ray image.

E(r)	 P(r) F

A hypothetical point image distribution function is shoran

in Fig. 4.2.
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I

^ r...._......,_....._...._....•-__....1...._.....,.,.,,.,.^....._....._.___•_\ tea..._._
r_O	 r^

Fig. 4.2

By definition we have
oa	 o0

z ^l^ f l' ^(i'^ Fdi	 F	 op	 Eq. (4.5?
a	 d	 zT"

As soon as the point spread function is known, .

it is possible to calculate quite easily the spread function

for other geometrical configurat i oris. 	 We will g ive the
H

formulas for an infinite line and an infinit 	 1.(,'ht

dank border.

Line.	 Suppose the light flux in the chief .- ray Image

of the 1:S.ne is n lumens per unit length. Then the

Illuminance In a point P at a distance a From the

s._	 en b



Boe-der. suppose the light flux in. the chief ray

image of the bright half of the plane is D limens

per unit area. Then the i.11umin.;nee in a point Pl

in the dark half of the plane at a distance -a from

the chief-ray border is given by



The width B of thi rectangular distribution Is

given by Eq. (G> ):

B = 0.01.8 P/Y..X/ nllil

using Eq. 0.5) and Eq. (4.6) we find for the :tine

image distribution function:

E	 -^O	 <	 > 1 7-3
z	 z

From Eq. (4.9) we can calculate the width of the

line spread function. For example, at half its maximum value:

W 1/2) = 0.86 B
Substitution for B the expression given in Eq. (4.3):

W (1/2) W 0.0155 P/Y-x/rnn

For a 5 mm pupil,' this corresponds to

w (1 /2.)	 0. 0675 /Y-X/mm

From experimental data by Krauskopf 37 )of the linespread

function for a 5 nun pupil we determine

W(l./2) = 4 min. of arc -;^ 0.02 mm.

Combining these results gives

0.0675 /Y/ = 0.02

/Y-X/—, 0.3 diopters	 -

	

mhi mraati^c f-.h-n-F	 .nnra?aR fiveit-i-A nn of i h p Yltman



5. FOURIER ANALYSIS OF IMAGE FORMATION.

In this section 1,1e propose an alternate technique

of calculating the retinal image-, for any object. This

technique makes very few approximations about the optical

sy,stein and consequently results in a very realistic model.

The price paid for such exactness is the ne-aes,sity of

computer ,solutions for the retinal. distributions. A simple

hand calculable crumple is included.

a.j2at-za.l T:-tan sx owns The error detector of the

system is the retina which is thought to detect blur in the

object to be seen. However, as seen in the previous sections,

even a subjectively focused object is blurred due to a di.optric

• '	 dead.-band of 0.3 diopters.

The most straightforward vray of determining the

actual image on the retina and still account for all of the

optical parameters of the eye is to formulate the optical

system In te2.ins of block diagrams using Fourier transform

techniques. This method then allows one to calculate the

image on the retina of any object. The block di.agrani consists

of an interconnection of only two basic elements--a. Multiplier

and a block characterized by an Impulse re-s'p6hse. These two

elements are derived by considering the general form of

electromagnetic propagation of energy. The electric field of

such a wave - will have the form:

The vector' f (x, y, o) is c'oml^osccl of components

Where' 00e YvU, represents the spatial, contribution to the
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the total phase of the oompon.ent fie:Ld. 	 Since light intensity

' is the variable usually measu:r°ed and is proportional to the

square of the elecLI., ic field,  a light wave can also be

represented by a wave (traveling in the 	 direction) of the

form	 ^ l^"fk^^^•^-Gr^^^
///j//

where	 is in units of radians,	 This equation represents the

intensityfor a given	 Thus, a modulating medium (a lens,

film, etc.), serves only to modify the magnitude of A(x,y)

and/or its phase	 99 (x,y) if the modulating medium is time

invariant.	 Hence, the modula ting modiura 5.s representable by

f ( x , y )	 'W if (x,Y)'	 e J	 9 (x9Y')

where f and CZ	 depend on the particular media parameters and

georaetry.	 For a simple losslLess spherical thin lens, it is

easy to show that

F(9Y)	 == eMl z	
(x2 

F►'2)

where k = 2 if ,	 /L Is wavelength and F is the focal length of
—

the lens.	 in the case of a lens, if the input light

distribution is of the farm
^ ffx'	W

then the _ transmitted light will be

From this equation, it can be seen that the multiplicative

element will in general only effect the phase of the incident

light.



The other element of the block diagr.7.m

representation scheme takes into account any media, that

has thickness along Elie axis of' ^ti+awe p^^t^p^.atic^n	 the

direction in this case;. It can be shown that if h (x,y) is

a light distribution in the x,y plarie 9 then. the propagated

light in the 14 vplane a distance D away is

where C is a constant, This has the form of an element with
le

an impulse: respon s e of -y ' Exl::>	 ^k^•^- y) .

As an example, a thin lens with focal. length F a

distance Di from the object plane and D 2 from the image plane

would have a block. diagram as shown in Figure 5.9:.

»mrra:.r.;:mu^cu.ia ^ews•arx-.racnr,<.•se a+-.m a+,rt._ 	 xxttx:Ei— x..+rarwe 	...ma roca,:,uxr^>.+x^•.u. 	 J^

Al(
Ila

.na.e.;.,r.>~.N.asr..^rrazsucrrw.nezcm,v5xw ^uuws .rmasw:	 .wu:nr.w..w.r,r..uwera.+•as.n...wy.,•,na..^vus.rma+.

ale.,
,P11044. ell-

Figure 50l



The output plane distribution wcnxld be given by .

JY• (^(
(S.1)

When the refractingru.c'c3.n^; meci I ^ s not a sphe;:r. ical :Cons then the

multiplying el.ernent will have the general form

whence &/, (x,y) is the thickness Nnotton. of the refractor

and n2, ni represent the indices of refraction of the

refractor and the media In t.7hich it is placed respectively.

An obvious over-simplification in ecfuation (5.1) i.s th e

assumption of an i.nf lnite aperture lens as evidenced by the

Infinite limits on all integrals. Finite aperture lenses

complicate the calculation of the output distribution but

must be considered. in the practical eases.

b. An p cation tothe Human Eyed
»

Consider an eye focused on an object with an intensity

distribution f (x,y) a distance D1 from the cornea, and let it

be proposed to determine the retinal image of f(x,y). The

distances and refracting surfaces in this system are listed

in Table 5,1.

Table 5.1

Refracting surface 	 Thickness function,
or diistanoe_fun_ct.,:iion	 or distance A

Object dis^•ance»	Do

Cornea	 Cw-E(x a Y

Anterior chamber	 Ua

Anterior lens surface	 aC (x,y)

Lens thickness	 Dl

Posterior Lens surface (X,Y)

Posterior chamber	 Dp
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Lot N i be the Indices of' rc a°motion of the •v^artous

media of the eye; tr'i.th No 	 a. be.'i.ng '^i)e inc^a of froe s pa, eoo

Thus, Nat N e o and Np are the Indices of the anterior chamber,

l.cns and poecterior chambero respect;i.vel.y. For simplicity

of notation define

and	
t,^,9 ^^s j7 `x J 

w r^s, lk ois eve

while	 tai Ll represent the consroXution operation  of r̂ ^
t	 Yd

and the input function.

With -those definitions the block diagram of the

human eye takes the form illustrated in Figure(",?).

(
!
A1
t 	 ^	 , stn,, i .	 arvmrnr.+kxs+rrw:-rt-a uanxxwua+a :.;-: 	 7	 an:rnxrt:v+^s^^a.^narrnxrcunYU 	 wv:va»a.s	 .r.+:.v::•+rnn.. va_rrrsq.: •s r	 ,..-A., rar^vuca:mxnixr.^rxnvw•vn.rre

lfok tv -7 e^	 ^ r ^	 l'/ 0/ , 1111	 ♦ 	 `^i/ ° ^.G JI	 ."	
^`` 1 ^ J

/
/	 J

objec t 	 avxrcnaxave.-.;.novurs. sweswr.-. 	 rn_e::> .sear:rnrx:u..^.at	 _vm+rsu:+ta.xsa:•urz;r+:n:Gme	 ++ta=su:«a.zxsi..,5^au^.>v.•r^s'a

distri.-- object	 cornca anterior anterior :Luis 	 pos..	 posterior retinal
bution	 dista).xce	 chamber	 lens	 distance te:rior chamber	 distr. i.rr
(Input	 distance surface	 1.01,1s	 distance	 bution

surface	 (output

Figure 5. 2

In this 'figure f(x e y) represents the object

distribution whose retinal. image (distri.butionj av?) )

must be determined; The calculations for determining

are somewhat more Complex than those for simple optical

systems because the iris introduces a finite aperture after

the anterior chamber distance operator. This requires the



Integral associated with the: Operation	 be

evaluated over fln:i.te limit-s. Ilowcv"e:r, the eVAIIARt:i.on of
8 the multiple in tegrals is of sufficient compl-exity without

the finite aperture condition to warrant a computer solution

so that the aperture problem is raore .a.plxarent than real.

The finite aperture condition Introduces the dead-brand

of approximately 0.3:dioPtors, that is noted. in the: previous

sections. As far as the optical block diagrar!i is concerned,

without a fInIte aperture there is no dead-brand. This is

illustrated by the simple system depicted in Figure

thin.
lens(' ,5^1

x	
object	 image

plane	 plane

OPTICAL SYSTEM

^4;^

^^-%,^	 _•we.:t,...m:sccvx:^aatnw. ^.cr.Y.•a..	 ^R'	 xcrazaw.mu.<s:-•.0 v,.r,.rs:..www,:..ar 	 V

r^ '.r tu,lt. ,iy^/7^^n'••„ ^^ / ( [/) li r^ ^	 rsaamvS^;t, ^	 ^ xm:^4..^,,̂ ::; ^^ /^ ^> ^^^^ ^ ^ VVVv'V^;. te

,^ (LLOJA •:iysmr33//wx!+aACfuaG atxx/..•:ra.	 ^^r^	 snnn(•vc.,.ra.w,.w.»+.rwCCuann.lt.:w.•..,,,f

BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 5.3
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and

with F belr)gg the -lens focal length.

The output is given by

Let f(x t y)	 i.e. a point of light and

I e t I	 I	 I i.e. the poInt Is to be focused on the ii7.iage
DI D F2

plane. For these conditions

From the last expression, It is seen that the

image of an impulse (except for the multiplying phase factor

which is undetectable) is merely a scaled Impulse. Such a

result is. expected for infinite apertures since the theory

just echoes geometrical optics in the Infinite aperture case,

Now tal,,.,e the same systein but introduce a finite

circular aperture Immediately in front of the lens and again

assume f(x,y)	 CC(x, y ). From the block diagraw of Figure 5.1

the signal entering the multiplier is merely ;el^o and

the signal leavi	 milltiplier. Isng the	 just
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Thus the output signal (the Image plane distribution) is

where the "convolution" here is over finite limits and is

given by

r^" 	
a(

!/ )

	

	 ZL

Let the radius of the aperture be 11 and use the transformation

U. -:/^^g 4 ,^ fin f^ to take advantage of the cy.tindrical symmetry
I	 i

inherent in the probleti geometry. This reduces the above to
Zf•	 ^

try - U - J eyy	 -I ',^ J•	 lo^Yz,g 2, )r (e C/0.
`'	 L	 Z	 f0	 L	 ^	 !	 ^1

Itis easily demonstrated that this integral yields

the following series for g(r),

Whereas with an infinite aperture, the block diagram merely

gave a distribution reiterating the ;trivial result one would

obtain.using first order geometrical optics, consideration

of the finite aperture yields an image distribution that

is finite over a non-zero measurable set of points in the

image plane. Even without the complexities introduced by the

actual human optical system,•it is obvious that even for this

idealized system a "focused" object actually depends on the
n

spatial sensitivity and resolution of detectors in the image

plane. This so-called "spread function" for an impulse into

the block diag:rara of figure 5.1 will obviously be more co-mplex

but for two reasons:



1) `.+'he syst.e.r_i cofxsists of more e:l.erie-fits, and the

functions representing these elements are not as elementary

as those of the one lens systent ,

2) .The elemezits of the eye are not representable by

static functions as those of the simple optical system.

The second reason is by far the more important

because it imp:l fi.es that the parameters of the eye system

(distances, radii of curvature, etc.) are time varying.

These time variations are indeed slo.A; relative to the excitation

frequency (typically fifteen orders of magnitude slower) but

the consequences of these time variations are that the

distribution is now time varying 's As can be seen from the

distribution derived for the simple :teas system, the parameters

R, D1 and D2 determine -the scaling of the distribution (the

exponential is undetectable) while the ratio k Ap deter A_l.nes

the functional form of the distribution. In the last regard,

it is interesting to note that the distribution could not

distinguish between a slowly varying aperture and a change

in wavelength if Di were such as to cancel the radial Effect

In the scaling factor. The Importance of the time variations

in R is of experimental interest because of the oft reported

"pupil noise" accompanying measurements of pupil_ area. One

could conjecture that this n6ise is intentional so as to bring In

retinal velocity receptors in order to focus on an otherwise

stationary object.



In any case, the block diagram type analysfis brims

two light the dominant role the eye parameters play in the

retinal light distribution of a focussed object and will

hopefully reveal the actual error signal transmitted by the

retinal fibre8 to the central nervous system controller.

Computer analyses of the eye-block diagram (rig. 5.2) are

presently being undertaken using documented average eye

parameters from the medical literature.



Attenuator

SECTION 6

6. CONTROL A PECTB, OF `J.'HE r ACCOMIMOD!l-TIVE SYSTEM.

In this section the accom ynodatIve system is

considered as an automatic control system. A plant

mathematical model is proposed to illustrate a quantitative

approach applicable to a )mown physiological system. The

model is necessarily incomplete due to a lack of pertinent

elastic parameters.

ae Sys%em Definiti on . For monocular vision the

accommodation system can be considered as a control system

ral°iose controlled object or plant is the-lens. The controlled

variable Is the di.optie strength of the lens and the controller

is the central nervous system with its appropriate transducers.

Figure 6.1 illustrates a Functional block diagra,n of the

syst 3m.

Controller
Plant and error	 (Central nervous syste-0
modulator	 Error detector

	(lens and iris)	 (petina)	 II crani 1.	 Visual, area of

	

_.^^.	 nerve	 cerebral cortex
1ri5	 ^

roveA
	

hypotha.lmuE

Nerve 	 Edinger-^.

t ^G

	

	 NL1Cl ells

^ ta d  o pt, ers

Control er transducer
(ciliary ?muscle)	 ^

ciervJ.cal

	

sup	 or."',
gangl ion
ciliary

musc l e

	

t en s i. os1	 `\\=	 ^`-^
Ilyd Crania]. nerve

6.:L
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It appears that the only error detector for the

system is the retina since the ciliary body has no knoi.,rn

proprioceptors 4 1 . 0.  sense organs stimulated by movement or

relative position. This does not mean however that ciliary

muscle can be innervated only when the retina detects an

error in the object image. The C.N.S. can produce other inputs

capable of accomplishing accoir^ iodation. The command for such

inputs are considered in Section 7.

b. S,.snz }tznetion. The f1i».tr of signals through the

accom todatio^^ system begins with the input position of the

object to be focused on the foveal area of the retina. The

light rays are initially refracted, by the cornea (approximately

43 diopters) and then by the lens. The lens has a spatially

variable index of refraction (1.336 cortex; 1.406 core) which

in fact determines its high di.optic strength since the aqueous

humor bathing its anterior surface has a refractive index of

1.336. A calculation of its di.optic strength with its anterior

surface at maximum acco u^odation (minimum radius of curvature)

using the cortex and aqueous humor indices does not yield. the

diopters observed experimentally. The equivalent power of

the lens ranges from 20.78 diopters unaccommodated to 30.1.3

diopt ;rs fully accommodated.

After refraction by the lens.the rays fall on the

retina. If' the image is blurred an error si.gnal:. i.s developed

by the retina and transmitted to the C.N.S. by the optic nerve.

Some doubt exists as to whether or not the sign of the blur can

be detected in monocular vision if the only error signal Is the



blur itself, If the retinal error signaldae coritaIn the

information that the linage is falling in front of the retina

or behind it, then this retinal, error signal is sufficient

for the C.N.S. to send the proper impulses to the ciliary

muscle. The retinal error detector is treated in more detail.

in Section 8.

The circular ciliary muscle is relaxed when the

eye is una.cconunodated and contracts ,when accommodation is

called for by the C.N.S. signals. This contraction reduces

the tension on the suspensory ligaments allowing the elastic

capsule of the lens to shape the lens into a more convex body.

The posterior side of the lens moves little if at-all in

accozrmodation with most of the dioptic strength coming from

the decreased radius of--*^curvature and forward motion of the

anterior side of the lens. By varying the ligament tensi.on

the whole range of 10 diopters accomm^odatIon can be achieved.

c. Syst em l7yizrzr3 cs .

A. Present Models.

The dynamics of the human visual accommodation

system have been studied intensively in the past and will be

a continued subject of research for the future. The past

studies have been exclusively "black box" identification

schemes aimed at arriving at a mathematical model, to fit the

response data. A basic difficulty has been the lack of a high

quality optorneter to directly measure the :Lens dioptic power.

A second and perhaps more U.gportant criticism is the lack of

any physiological basis for the parameters of ' the models derived

by the "black box" techniques.



The most current; model of the accmmiodatlon system

Is that of Stark, ct; al	 l,igure 6 0 2 indicates this model's

block diagram.

non •linear	 linear:
part	 par t

m	
..15

5((0.08s)

Figure 6.2

Some of the discrepancies between the model response

and the system response are:

1. The model dead time is 100 ms while experimental

dead time is 360 ms.

2. The phase of the model approaches 90 0 lag for

increasing frequency i-,hile the experimental phase data

approaches zero degrees

3. No even-. error signal processor Is present in the

model while experiments have indicated monocular vision

requires such a device.

Another servoanalytic t:reat»e '. of the accommodation
(6)system was mademade'by El arter using a Badal. Infra--red opt;ome.ter. 



The resulting closed loop transfer function obtained was

Such a transfer functionfunction describes an unstable syste).Tl even though

it was derived from curve fitting the- Nyqui st plot of' the

experimental data. The end conclusion of the author is that

the model was useful as a point of speculation concerning

possible means of obtaining a stable transfer functi on to fit

the empirical data,

Campbell, and Westheimer do not put forth a transfer

function per so but do plot a Nyquist di.a.g^^am of their data. 9)

This plot is very close to Castor's in all of its essential

features.

These models represent the "black boy" identification

schemes and as such their parameters lack physiological

significance, This is typical of input-output data curve

fitting.

d. A Partial Distributed Parameter Tiodel, An

alternative identification scheme is to treat isolated elements.

of the block diagram of Figure 6.1 from a physics and

physiological vie"Tpoint. This leads to a theoretical

mathematical model. which later must be subject to actual

experiment for verification. The advantages of such an attack

is the knowledge of the physiological significance of the

system parameters and an apriori knowledge of what type of input

signals to use to identify those parameters.



As an example the plant of P:i.gure 6.:1. is chosen.

Obviously, the corneal. effect is easily computable so that the

system under consideration is shown in Figure 6.3 where the

iris effect is temporarily nag:l ected.

IIY	 lens
X i	 ^ ^ 	 X 
(diaptor.$)(diopte^°s )

suSpenso'ry

(0,111ar_y muscle
tension)

rxmjm!̂,, 6.3

As explained in previous sections the :Lens is

composed of an ela stic capsule enclosing a highly viscous,

plastic-like cote. The lens capsule varlos in thickness

from 2 .3 to 23 microns, the thinnest locale being at the

posterior pole. The unaccoim^^odated lens is approximately

3.6 cram thick (pole to pole) and 8.3 ram diagonally. It can

be assumed 'that the capsule acts as a thin elastic membrane

shaping the lens substance since the neznbxane thickness-to-

diameter-ratio is, in the worst case,

22(10- 6) 	 0.265 (10-3
83 00"	 )

i. e. the meynbr ne is about 3780 times wider than it is than.

Additional simplifications can be made upon physiological

evidence, in r^ccomrsic^dr^t:i.ora the pC)r>terior capsule moves



little If at all because of the support o:f the gcl-1.11te

vitreous humor. This means that the, ,s3.gni.fice 'nt dyn-11M1,00 of

the. lens occurs only to the anterior cap au:lo. This is evidenced

by the fact that the fully accommodoted lens, moves its anterior

polo about 0.44 imii From th.e unaccom nodated .fate while the

posterior pole moves 0.02 rum. This represents a percentage

change (anter9,c,L^1J) of

44	 n.6
3e`T9

and only

n..6	 0152?
22

posteriorly.

The anterior capsule dynamics induce dynamics to

the Ions plastic-like cone or substance by its shaping ability.

xt seems then that a plausible model takes the form of a thin,

elastic membrane acted upon by forces From two directions.

Anteriorly the viscous damping of the aqueous humor and

posteriorly from the viscous and static force of the plastic

lens substance. It is assumed that the membrane tension T is

uniform throughout the anterior area of the capsule. Since

the meirlbrane is thin the units of T are nowtons per meter..

A section of the sons caps-oleo dP , Is isolated. in 
Figure E.4 in

order to derive the dynamic equations governing its wotIon.



`i^	 7>^

x FIGURE 6.4

The forces TdX and Tdy male angles 0 1 , OZ , 03 , and 04

with the x-y plane. The other forces are Pfd& and P2d.A

representing respectivelythe viscous influenceof the aqueous

humor and the viscous and static influence of the lens

Interior subst4.nce. To derive the equation; of motion of a`

point 27, (x,y) on the :lens capsule we note that

y	 COI	 Eq. (6,1)

where	 is the mass density of the lens capsule

in kilograms per square meter. From Figure 6.4

l^^/.^. "% / ^y art G^ y-Slrtt^ ^^1: f' (.i^.i G^ ^S' /^J ^yt^^)^^	
..w

d7/^'^
But If 01 , , , 0^ are small, It is approximately true; that's

These approximations are within 10% if /6)
In.the rase of the Lens oap;^ule, Ĝ , J9trt x = ^.^ ^°



M^rm

,il	 Eq. (6.3)
^•. gin.. ^4^ Y ,. /̂ p^ ^;r :» r J

Using Taylor seYies expansions
Z^

and

in Eq. (6. 2 ) and Eq.. (6.3) gives

/	 Cat s	 »- ( j 7
a. ^` )'> , , J	 ^_	 .

Eaivatiozi (6, 10 further simplifies to

(des )

where

Recall that Pr represents a, pure viscous force dependent only

on	 because of the relativel"* 1011vIs00stty of the

aqueous humor. On the other hand P2 represents static and

dyn.aatle forces attributable to the very viscous and inoompressIble,

plastic Lens substance. Itis e.,tsy to show that P2 must

satisfy the equation

^f^^ Eq. (6.6)
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Where	 is the mass density of the Lens -substance in

Kg per cubi('meter.	 Thus Eq. (6.5) and Eq.(6.6) combine`

to give the equations of motion of the lens capsule in

the Z direction.	 These equations, repeated as -Eq. (6.7) below,

zP,4We-
7r dz	 7°

Eq.	 (6.7)

indicate that the forcing function of these equations is the

ca rule tension T.- 	 This.tension with thep	 _	 given boundary and	 -
ZI

initial conditions determines Z as . a function of x, y and t.

Knowing Z allows one to calculate the dioptic strength of the

lens and thus completes the input/output determination of Xi

and X0 of Figure 6:3. 	 Solutions of Eq. (6.7) are presently

being sought by means of hybrid simulations.	 A mayor problem -

hashas been getting	 ealistic values` of theg	 parameters since

most of them have never been measured.	 Thus a small program

has been undertaken to perform physiological experiments that

will measure the pertinent parameters.	 A subsequent section

considers conclusions that may be derived from equation(6.7)

in their unsolved form. -„z

e. The Accommodative System as a Time
Oma] Control:l:er

Equations (6.7) of the previous section are of

interest; in their unsolved form since they can be studied in

the light of optimal: control theory without knowledge of an

explicit solution.	 They allow one to determine the optimal

control function for the system for a variety of performance







Where (T) denotes transpose and the bar denotes a 2n2 vector.

Equation ($.11) is merely a sum of terms of the form

and thus Is .a linear function of T(t) for fixed values of

and x, This implies that the time optional control for the
E

system is "bang-bang" i.e. T(t) always resides at either its

maximum Tn or minimum Tm, tension per unit length if the

plant is to minimize the time to focus. It should be pointed

out that a "bang-bang', type control function can also exist for	 a

other performance criteria than time;

As of yet the above theory does not explain the ofd

observed 2 cps accommodative oscillations that occur during

steady state viewing or gaze. It is important to ;note that	 a

2 cps is about the maximum frequency the accommodative plant

can respond so that experimental evidence indicates a steady	 «"

state- oscill.atiori at about the Maximum frequency response of

the system.

Consider now that the system has focused on a target;

the control function T (t) must be such that. this value of

accommodation is maintained in the presence of disturbances.

The disturbances tend to change the steady accommodative

value and the control responds In such a magnitude as to restore

the desired value of accommodation.

It is

. 

reasonable to assume that If the control is time

optimal then the plant will respond. as rapidly as possible to

any disturbances and thus will operate at its maximum frequency;

limit. This limit has been experimentally determined as 2 cps.

Thus, an assumption of time_ optimality yields a xeasonable
d behavior
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The above analysis is typical of the methods

available From control theory as applicable to any system

describable by ordinary or partial differential _equations,

The advantage accruing from such analysis is considerable

xnowledge about system behaviour without explicit knowledge

of solution behavior.	 Another typical example of a related

analysis is Lyapunov stability,theory where the stability of

the system is determinable without knoning a system trajectory.

Due to the complexity of biological systems, such methods are

of utmost utility,	 It should be remembered however that most

of the previous analysis is based on conjecture and as such
3

must be verified to be of ultimate value. 	 To this end the

experimental equipment must be made available in order to

allow rigorous experiments to be performed on the physiological

system so that the latest techniques.of systems theory can

be applied to the resultant model.

P

i
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SECTION 7

-

UTILIZATION OF IMAGE ERRORS FOR ACCOMMODATIVE CONTROL

We will outline briefly what the main variables are

that contribute to the spread function of the retinal image of

a point source.	 Also we will investigate which-variables may

contain odd.•ex-ror information for the accommodative control

system.	 No attempt will be-made.to go into detailed calculations, 7^

but rather some estimat es of orders of magnitude will be made

and results From the.literature will.be mentioned.	 One should

keep in mind that all quantitative results a,re usually derived

under rather crude assumptions and only represent an approximation'
r

of reality.

An ideal optical system, where the object--`image

relationships are completely governed by the laws of geometrical

'	 optics for paraxial rays (rays making small angles with the

optical axis) does not exist.- The human eye is a good example

since the refractive surfaces are not spherical, the index of

refraction is not constant in each separate medium, and it

shows all the other defects of optical systems in general, such y

as spherical aberration, chromatic abf^-ration, astigmatism,

light scattering, etc,	 Also the physical wave properties of 	 -

light that give rise to diffraction effects have to be taken

into account.	 The effect of all these factors is that the

optical image of a points source is not a point but a light

distribution centered around the point: image. 	 This light

distribution, contrary to the pure geometrical blur, will

in general change asymnetrically if the image goes out of

focus in different directions 	 Hence, we have a possible

source here that governs the odd error for the operation of

the accommodative con trol system,
 ^lF°
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a. S h -,rioal Aberration.	 This type: of aberration

refers to the fact that , per9 pheral light rays are deviated

more strongly than central rays close to the optical. axis.

The phenomenon is not restricted to spherical surfaces but 	 i

occurs in general, for every curved surface that s eparates

twomedia of different index refraction. 	 Figure 7.1 illustrates ,

the	 for incoming	 parallel to the optical, axis.effect	 rays

M is the image formed by the most;'peripheral rays and F is the 	 _	 r3

image formed by the most central rays - .	 H Is the second

principle point and n is the index of refraction of the image

space.	 The amount of spherical aberration is usually Expressed

X^

Fig. '7, 1 . .

- in di opters, as the quantity (k r 	 Rp) ;	 The distances HM	
_

and HF are expressed in meters.	 It is obvious that the

amount of spherical aberration will depend on the diameter

of the entrance pupil., the shape of the refracting surfaces,

the location of the object point -source, and the refractive
33)indices of the various media. 	 lvanoff	 measured the values

of . spherical aberration for ten subjects and for several

levels of accommodation.	 Ills mean valuer are shown in

:-	 .S	 ..__
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Fig. 7.2. As, can be seen, the variation in aberration is

strongest in the neighborhood of the axis up to 0.5 min

eccentricity. The theorotIcal curve (shown as a dotted

line) was calculated by Ivanoff for the unaccommoda,ted

schematic eye. This. curve is considerably different from

the measured one, probably because of the flattening of the

a
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Fig. 7.2

ocular refracting surfaces in the periphery and because of

the refractive index gradient'in the crystalline'lens,

in.order to obtain a very rouSh order of magnitude

for the contribution of spherical aberration to the spread

function in the unaeccmxnodated eye, we assume the follow.n
1

numerical values in Fig. 7.l



"4v

Exit pupil.:: 4 mm	 xr 1:4 22.5 mm	 n.= 1.336.
sj

For a 2 yarn eccentricity and relaxed accommodation the amount

of .spherical aberration is-0, q di optdrs.	 This means that

the distance 11M ca,i be found from the equation-. qT6 	 0.9.

And HM w ?20 17 mm.

Furthermore, tho "spread" x in the paraxial focal plane can

be found from the equation:	 x ^ 22.5 -22.1
2!.17

or x a^,- 0.06 _mm	 601q .	 The smallest "spread" y corresponds to 3

.the diameter of the circle of least confusion, and for this

-plane the spread funlihon is usually determined experimentally.

It is difficult to calculatC y exactly, but the order
y

of magnitude Is given by it =' ^ .	 This results in a value for

y M 12/ .	 Often the retinal d istance is expressed in degrees

or minutes of arc, measured with respect to the second nodal.

point,	 The relationship is y (measured in mm),w 200 	 (measured 44f.

in minutes of arc).	 Sn other words the 	 "spread" would amount

to approximately 12 x 10 3 X 200	 2A rninutes of aro, z

Figure 7.3 shows the experimental spread functions as determined
37 1

by Krauskopf	 for the unaccozomodated eye and various pupil

diameters.	 Comparing 
his 

results for the 4 mw pupil with our

calculation shows that probably 25% of the spread function is

caused. by spherical aberration,

4
3

tmom
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Figure 7.3

Under -oertain assumptions Fry 4) ealculated from Ivarloff.,s
♦

data the light distribution of the retinal image. In these
'

caloulations, which are rather oomplio ted, he took the ware

properties of light into account. The tesults are- summarized
in Fig. 7.4.

_v
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Interesting is the change in light distribution

depending on which direction the image is out of focus.	 It is ^<

almost certain that most of the image . evaluation for the

accommodative system occurs in the fovea, 	 The fovea consists

of some 34,000 densely packed cones, which have an _average a
s

diameter of approximately 1 . 5/t. `	 pp"	 YIndividual conescould very

well detect the change in-.light distribution as shown in
U

Fig. 7.4, and obtain odd error, information about the out -of-

focus direction.	 However, up to now there is no experimental

-evidence for thi,:s.

It has been suggested 22)that the use of annular

pupils would nullify the contribution of spherical aberration

to the blur in the retinal image.	 This would make experimentation ^-

possible to determine the role of spherical aberration in the

-accommodative error.	 However, the spherical aberration in the

human eye is not radially symmetri c with respect to the optical

axis, but varies in a, non-regular fashion, depending on the

subject and the accommodative state of the eye.	 This makes

a quantitative approach to the problem rather impossible.'

b.	 Chromatic Aberration.	 Chromatic aberration is

caused by the fact that the index of refraction is not constant

but depends on the wavelength.	 The result is that when-the-eye

is in focus for yellow light, the foci for blue and red light

are in front of and behind the retina, respectively. 	 This

is shown schematically in Fig. 7.5.	 The spread function
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exit pupil
F(red)

"white light"

F(blue)

Fig. 7.5.

due to chromatic aberration: depends on the spectral composition

of the incident light beam, the diameter of the exit pupil, and

the optical properties of the eye. Ivanoff - 33) ensured also

the amount of chromatic aberration of the human eye as a

function of the wavelength. His results are shown in; Fig. 7.6.

420
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Chromatic aberration of the eye., plotted in d1optres awainst Watelen A-h. The
unbroken curve represents the mean of Ivitunfi's re p ults, tho dotted cureo showiu e, the	 i

theoretical values found from calcultitioli on tho schematic eye..

Fig. 7.6	 a
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There is some ambiguity as to how the amount of

chromatic aberration is defined.	 If we assume that it is equal 3

to the distance in the object space between the two points
t^

for which the eye is in focus for different colors (in di:opters) D
the diameter of the blur circle can be calculated simply by

using Equati on ( 4 .3) -
B=0 1 018 P , y 	xlmm

B	 diameter blur circle

P- w pupil. diameter .

y	 xJ	 chromatic aberration in di.opters

Assuming; the eye is focused for a t,:avelength in the n
middle of the visible spectrum (e.g. 550 mp	 then, for"'white

light ly - xJ will be of the order of 0.5 diopters

'	 according to Fig..7.,6. a

For a pupi l diameter of 4 mm o the diameter of the

blur circle will be equal to:

B -- 0.018 x 4 x 0.5	 0.036 min -- 36 	 .
y

The Eight distribution in the blurred image will,
.. _3

in general, be maximal in the center and decrease rather

rapidly toward the periphery, especially if we take into	 -

account the effectiveness of light of different wavelengths to
IF

stimulate the photoreceptors. 	 This will result in a much

smaller "effective" blur circle.	 Other ways of measuring

the chromatic aberration lead .to a same: order of magnitude for
a

the radius of the blur circle.` 	 The chromati c 'aberration will.,
,.r

of course, contain information regarding the direction in which

an object is out of focus under "white" illumination' conditions.



When the eye is under-accommodated the blur will contain

more blue in the periphery and more red in the center. When

the eye is over-accommodated these colors will be just reversed.

The use of monochromatic light will nullify this contribution

to a possible odd error detector mechani sm in the accommodative

control system.	 Fincham 22 ^erformed experiments along these

lines, in order to find out how important color is for the
3

achievement of correct accommodative control. 	 His experiments

shout that in 6010 of a large group of sub jects the chromatic
aberration is possibly an important stimulus to accommodation.

in 40	 of his subjects the chromatic aberration did not seem

to have any effect, and these subjects could control their

accommodation quite well under monochromatic illuminating

conditions.	 This was also found by other investigators, 55)

The conclusion is that at least in some subjects another factor ^,<

must exist to provide odd. error information about the blurred

-	 image

c. Asti. ina^;il.-gq.	 This optical aberration I-	 ` iised

by the fact that often the radius of curvature of the

refracting surfaces is not.constant but varies if measured in +:

different meridians. 	 Usually major and minor meridians can

be distinguished, where the radius of curvature changes =

gradually from one meridian to the other. 	 When the meridian

having the greatest radius of curvature is at right angles to

the one-having the least, the astigmatism is called regular

astigmatism;	 otherwise it is irregular. 	 Astigmatism is generally

regular.	 Its effect on the image formation process is illustrated

in Fig. 7.7.
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The main cause for astigmatism is the cornea.,

The difference In power (in diopters) between the major and

minor meridian plane is usually called the amount of

astigmatism (diopters), A slight amount of ,astigmatism

(up to 0.25 diopters) is quite normal in every person And

is called physiological astigmatism, Higher amounts of
J

astigmatism (generally less than 1.25 diopters) need

correction with glasses. In about ,90/a of the cases the meridian

plane of greatest curvature Is the vertical. plane ("with the

ruler . or "direct"- astigmatism). " The opposite condition is

called "against the rule" or "inverse" astigmatism.

When the'astigmatic optical system has circular

apertures (as the human eye) the image of a point source

varies considerably, depending on the position of the image

plane In case of regular astigmatism this image varies from

a horizontal line corresponding to the poser in one principle

meridian plane, via a horizontal ellipse$ a circle, a vertical

rs^^^`!f!Flc .: 	 l..n	 9.5t.	 - .'. .S.FV-'K:H:':..3'.1#' T '	 3 F.'.YR.t,Y '. .'	 t	 ..  	 .	 _.,.	 ., ,'<'ne	 .	 `Tr`H•manA.:•.: w .	 M5T{9:•Sn
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ellipse, to a vertical line in the other principle meridian.

plane (of. Fig. '7, 7) . In case of irregular astigmatism the

ellipses and lines  are, in general, tilted. If the distance

between the plane DECD' in FA g. 7.7 , and the point B i s

assumed to be 22 min and the index of refraction of the image

space is 1:.336, then the distance OD is approximately 0.35 mm.

for an astigmatism.. of 1. diopter, and approximately 0.1 iUm for

an astigmatism of 0.25 diopter.

Consequently, the dimensions of the lines as l or

be are approximately 60p and 20,14for an amount of astigmatism

of I diopter and 0.25 diopter respectively, and a pupil

diameter of 4 m.

in a normal person (4 0.25 diopter astigmatism),

the radius of the circle abate will be smaller than 201c{

If we estimate this radius at about 10p , then the ast3gmatisin

can contribute something of the order of 201 to the point

spread function.

It is obvious that astigmatism would provide an

excellent clue concerning the out-of-focus direction and could

serge as an odd error for the accommodative control system.

Even -slight: amounts of astigmatism result in changes in

shape of the error-function (retinal blur) that could be

detected by single receptors. However, no experimental

evidence exists if, and to what extent, astigmatism plays a
role as'a stimulus for the human accommodative system.

k:



d. LLGh-	 atj e i2r.	 It is estimated that of the 5F^
amount of :Light originally incident at the cornea only 50%'

reaches the retina, due to absorption and scattering in the

ocular media in front of the retina.	 Of this 5 0;0, pr obably

only 20% is effective in stimulating the photoreceptors z^

due to scattering within the retina and absorption by

nonphotosensitive retinal substances. t

This light scattering will. produce a, spread function
3

around the geometrical point Image at the retina.	 According

56)to Vos	 the main sources of stray light are: the cornea, the }

lens and the fundus, which contribute with equal shares ( order

of magnitude) to the total amount of stray light. 	 Theoretical

predictions about the total amount of stray 'light are very

difficult because of the strong dependence on the angle of

incidence of the light a,nd.the nature of the scattering

particles.	 However, we can say that, in general, the blur

caused by stray light will not contain any odd error information

for the accommodative control system.

e. Diffraction.	 This effect is caused by the

presence of a finite aperture in every optical system and can

be explained readily by the wave properties of light. The

result is that the edge of the "geometrical shadow" is not

sharp, but consists of alternating dark-and light bands.

Contrary to the optical errors discussed before, the

importance of which decreases with smaller pupils;, the effect

of diffraction increases with smaller pupils. The light

distribution in the image can be calculated using the formulas

derived in Section 5.	 However, this is very complicated and

not straightforward,	 The light distribution in a point
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Under certain simplifying assumptions it can be

shown that the angular radius ^- of the first dark ring is
1 22approximately equal to:	 .p	 -	 where (\ is thewavelength

_

of the light and P is the diameter ofthe aperture. 	 The

angular distance is measured with respect to the center of

the aperture.	 For the human eye we find approximately:

c^• -..	 tgdN :Z. 20 ,	 where r is the radial. distance at

the retina from the center of the point Image (in mm).	 This

means that fox a 4 vita pupil and . a wavelength of 	 the

central disc in the diffraction image has a diameter of

......	 ......	 .,......^ ....,d .^ 2r .. t p^ .^- 40 x 1, 22 x 555 x ^	 c	 6 g^,	 ,

24) I
Fry	 calculated.diffraotion images for various degrees of

out-of-focus.	 As can be seen, in the ideal situation where

diffraction is the only source of error, the diffraction

pattern changes quite drastically, but it changes symmetrically

for equal: amounts of under-^aecommoaa.tIon or over« acootlmodation

(in diopters)".	 (of.	 Fig.	 7.9).

n:	 a...	 ^.:	 n .x	 .^.e_	 ^..	 _	 ...:
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	 Distributions of illuminance representing retinal images of a monochromatic (589) ml).) point source

with the aye thrown out of focus to various dogroes. The illuminance Flo " at the center of.tho exit pupil is

3,947 lumens/mat The diameter (2 b ') is 2.624 mm. The distance (0 R ) froni the plane of the exit pupil to

the retina is equal to 18.66 mm, and the eye is thrown out of focus by placing lenses in the primary focal

plane. Plus and minus values indicate that the eye is overaccommodated or underaccommodated respectively.

The various curies are based on calculations wade by Lommel and Epstein. Tho ' dotted curves represent goo-

metrical images,
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Fig . 7.9

Concluding we can say that diffraction gives a.

sizable contribution to the spread function but does not

provide any odd Error information. 	 _

•	 1

-	 x
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f. Other Possible Error. Mechanisms to O perate theI 
Accommodative: Control Sys t,em.

So far we only mentioned the most important•. errors
F^

in the retinal image formation and we will not consider less

important aberrations like toms, curvature of the image, etc,.

However, there may be other phenomena that are used

for error detecting-purposes. Fincham 22)
error 	 the fact

that his subjects who do not utilize chromatic aberration,

probably derive information from small movements of the 	
3

image across the retina. Those movements would come from

small scanning type fixation movements of the ey e of the order

of 6 minutes of arc. Fig 7.3.0 shows the hypermetropic

(under-accommodated) and myopic (over-accommodated) conditions,

In both situations the eye has turned to the right from the

point of fixation, so that the blurred image falls somelvhat
,a

to the right of the Centex• of the fovea, M. As can be seen from

Fig. 7.10, in the hypermetropic situation the light rays closer

to M become more normal to the retina, while in the myopic

V. A,	 V.R.,-

1	 )	 z

I

M \;1
(-a Hype;rmetropia	 (b) Myop ia .

Fig. 7.10.



situation the light rays farther away from P1 become more,.

normal.	 In its simplest form, the Stiles . Cra- wford effect is

the property of the cone	 to be more efficient in f'tra.pping"

of light that is Incident parallel to its axis than of light

that is incident at a certain angle.	 This means that light

rays normal to the rotina have a higher apparent. brightness

than light .rays malc•i.ng an angle with the retina.	 In this way

the hypermetropic state could be distingtUshed from the my-opic =

state by making small eye movements. 	 However-, the difference

in bight intensity is quite small. for these small eye -

movements, although Fincham notes that this may still be

sufficient, since only 	 the operation of a reflex of the lower

centers is involved.

A second possibility, for odd error Information are

9)the lens oscillations found by Campbell, et.al .	 The lens

pourer turns out to be fluctuating irregularly with amplitudes

ranging between 0 and 0.3 diopters.	 Hoiiever, a significant

amount of pourer seems to be present in the frequency range

around 2 cps,	 if for instance, the change in blur diameter

was compared vi.th th y; phase of the lens oscillation that causes

the change in blur,.' di.am,eter..the necessary odd error information.

could be extractc;d.	 There is no experimental evidence that the

lens oscillations are indeed used for this purpose,	 55953,54)

iS)theyIn the model for accommodation proposed by . Crane

appear to be no more than normal accommodation correction cycles.

Finally, urhen an object moves in the: space in front`

of our eyes, there are numorous clues that will tell us if the

object Is moving fa.rl:her away or com ing closer,	 For	 nstanr;e, j-

K-



if it comes closer its sire and its brightness usually

Increase,	 Also, if we view the object with bosh eyes,

the movements of the retinal images will tell us something

about the change in distance of the object to our eyes,

This is shown schematically in Fig. 7.11.

3 A
z

f

/ X

I ^^lt

Fig. 7.11

Concluding we can say that still; an enormous amount

-	 of research has to be done to determine the role of these

variables in the control of accommodation. 	 Table 7,1

summarizes the results of' . this section,



^lga

IMAGE ERROR OR VARIABLE ERROR SIGNAL CONTRIBUTION To
for MONOCHROMATIC
ACCOMMODATION POINTSPREAn FUNCTION

Spherical abber'ration possible 25%

Chromatic aberration possible

Astigmatism possible .20

x

Light scattering	 : no ?

Diffraction no 15%

Image movement;
(monocular) possible ? y

Image movement
(binocular) possible

.3

Lens oscillations possible - ?	 -
- :.-

Table 7.1

E
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8. MICROSCOPIC .ANATOMY OF THE RETINA.

In this section we will briefly sulml>.arize the

anatomical structure of the retina. The retina is the

-	 Innermost of three layers that comprise the wall of the

eyeball: the retina, the choroid., and the solera (of. Fig. 8.1)6
Posteriorchamber	 Cornea

timbal zone	 i ^^^ \̂(^ Iris
\	 Conjunctiva

Anterior; chamber	 +^ -Canal of Schlemm

	

aA ;^ r"^__—•	 - s„;rte	1	 Ciliary muscle

	

Lens	 =^,
Ciliary/	 \Zonule\
process

r	 fibers	 Rectus

Retrolental space 	 tendontendon

	

e	
Ciliary epithelium	 f

	

/	 I	 Ora serrata

	

1	 ^

1 1 11
1

optic axis 1 i W^--Visual axis

Canal of	 I 1
Cloquet	 i

Retina	 1,	 Vitreous humor
/ ^	 1

s	
i	 enlarged

Sclera \	 in Fig . 8
Choroid 	 Fovea

Lamina cribrosa	 <a'— #,	 v--

////	 Macula
,4•Nerv.	 lutea

c & Sheet̂ l	 ^

Ftc. 8'. Horizontal section of the right ` buman eye. (From Walls, 1942, as
modified from SnLmann, 1912.)

As can be seen, the retina covers about half of the

eyeball resulting in a visual field, of approximately 1800
.

However, the visual aecuity diminishes rapidly toward the

periphery. The region of highest visual accuity is found at

the fovea and comprises an area of approximately ,1 0 , This is

the region where an object is imaged under fixating 'conditions.

jOWN :
7777777_n	 .^,
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Also this is the regi011. Where most probably the blur of the	 -
image is evaluated in order to get a meaningful error si gnal

for the a.ccoiiwiodat:i.ve control system,

	

L	 ^

According to .Polya,k, ^^ )ten :layers can be distinguished
in the retina (df, e Fig.- f3.2)

HISTOLOGICAL LAYERS Of THIi IR! TINA

SAND. ITS INTIAMELI ON .i. CONNECTIONS

Peripheral rays of light
Internal limiting membrane	 Contra; rays of Hight

I	 '	 i
!^-^ ky tr }p	 ^ I^'n rf f' tllt^r 1 yi r-	 ^ ^	 .

Ganglion cell—
Amacrine cell ^ Z MIN ; ' ^`•^^ ^^ ^, ''	 :\

^:	 n c•	 ,^ ^.	 \ ^.;	 ^ 	 Macular zone
Bipolar cell - —	 \`\\ °N^

Honzonial cell - 	 _	 `	 ^•^::},..lt`,\ ,1`

Rod cell Ct	 G,. ^ :l
(photoreceptor)

Cos
(photoreceptor)	 1^	 `.^^; s ^` ^^\^ ;t ! I

External limiting
V ^	

' ^' r	 Ij ^'l 
r	 ^! t	 r ,	 ! r

membrano	 'r	 t	 t`	 f `	 i	 I	 r	 r,	 i	
1^	 ►.:'	 I^ ^l r^.i'1 r	 ea

-^	 `^ ^^^,^ '^.	 4 ^^ ^^ `(^^ ,^I ^J ,9
I
i `^	 11 ^^ ^^^'`^ 1tj 6^ ^(^ 1^ y5g

	

^	
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y ^ .	 F i^

Pit}ment	 111	
r	

f .	 I	
^{t i	 t (	
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L `	 fZ j	
\	

1.	
i	 r j ` ; ^^ A

epithelium	 Y 
S	 /	
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t	 Q+	 4	 a	 v t	 f	 I
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Fig. 8,2

They are:

1. Pigment epithelium -- heavily absorbing medium

2. Rod &; cone layer these are the actual
photoreceptors.

3. External. limiting membrane,	 ► ._

I
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. Outer nuclear layer w cell bodies and

nuclei of the roe eptors.

5. Outer plexiform layer contains fibers from

primary receptors and their synapses with

dendrites of bipolar and . horizontal cells.

6. Inner nuclear layer - c atai.ns the bipolar cells.
7. Inner plexi.form layer - includes fibers from

bipolar cells and their synapses with dendrites

of ganglion cells.

8. Ganglion cell layer,

9. Layer of optic nerve fibers.

10. Internal limiting membrane.

There are somewhere between 75 . 150 million rods

distributed over the 'retinal. surface. There are about 6-7

•	 million cones, most densely packed in the fovea centralls.

The thickness of the rods varies- from the fovea toward the

periphery from. 1p to 2.5/,c. The ir average length is 60[c

The outer segments penetrate in the pigment epithelium, the

inner fibers extend into the outer nuclear layer and connect

the rods to their cell bodies. From the cel.1 bodies fibers

extend into the outer plexiform layer where synaptic contact

is made with dendritec filam ents of bipolar cells. The cones

are found in a wider variety of sizes. The foveal cones are

similar in shape to rods. They have a thickness of approximately

1.5/-t. and may reach a length of about 70/-.,-.

Figure 8.3 shows the distribution . of nods and cones

along a horizontal meridian of the retina. Before the light

;reaches the photoreceptors, it has to go through several, layers

containing nerve cells and nerve 91-betrs. This will certainly .

^"
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was called the fund-as contribution) 	 The f'o'vea is a depression In

; hgretina (cf. Fib; 8.1 and Fig 8. 2) at the expense of layers 6•-9.
,
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FIG. 8. 3 Distribution of rods and cones alone a horizontal meridian. Parallel vertical
lines represent the blind spot. 	 Visual acuity for a high luminance as a function of retinal
location is included for comparison. (From Woodson, 1954; data from Osterbu-, 1935,
and Wertheim, 1894.)
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This means that an important source of image distortionhas

been diminished, namely the nerve fibers and blood vessels

in these particular layers. 	 It makes the foveal region very
Ai

suitable for sharp vision and detection of the microstructure

of the visual. image.	 The'foveal region is approximately

1500( wide. 	 Its central area (central fovea) is 5001-- wide',

rod free, and contains approximately 34,000 cones.

For the middle and far periphery of the retina it

was found that approximately 100 rods converge onto 17 bipolar

.cells, which, in turn, converge onto I.ganglion cell.

Particularly in the central region of the retina there can

be found monosynaptic bi.polars and monosynaptic ganglion cells

which may provide direct lints betwr .en single cone reoeptors., and

more central regions of the brain.' Ji

_. _ -



The rod receptors are suppo s ed. to mediate vision

under. low Illuminating conditions (scotopie vision) with no

color distinguishing ca.pa,bilities. 	 The cone receptors mediate

vision under normal and high illuminating conditions (photopi.c

vision), and have colon distinguishing capabilities.

The axons of the ganglion cells run together in the

nerve fiber layers and constitute the beginning of the o ptic

nerve-., which leaves the eyeball at the blind spot or optic

disc (of. Fig. 8.1).	 The region of the blind spot does not

contain any photoreceptors as can be seen 	 from Fig. 8,3.

On the basis of light microscopy it is estimated that the

optic nerve consists of approximately 10 6 fibers. However,
5

this number may be found to be higher if-more sophisticated

techniques are used.	 Tittle is known about the processing of

visual information by the various elements in the human retina.

39)
The work by Lettvin, McCulloch, Maturana and Pitts 	 on the f

frog's	 vetina and the work by Hubel and Wie.sel 32on the catts

visual field are important steps in the direction of under

standing	 his complicated^	 p-_	 process.

Summarizing, we can say that the retinal anatomy is

fairly well known.	 However, the i'unction of the various

elements in image evaluation, recognition, and interpretation

113 , ill rather obscure and during the pa st few years,
S

research has just started, to learn more about these processes..
The exact role of any of the retinal receptors, in providing

`
inputs to the aeo pmmodative s s	

-
_	 p	 yu-tern, Is still unknown,

Al
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ACCOMIi ODATIVR SXSTETI NEUROLOGICAL PA`t'HWAY's,

The signal pathways from the .retina to higher brain
t

centers and from these canter-s back to the; ciliary musele

that control the shape of the lens, are part of the so -ca lled_;

Onear- reflex ,1 4,	 Figure 9.1. shot.,rs sohemati.cally the nerve

paths and relay stations,	 This is a highly simplified

short	 "	 e;ye j
Ciliary ^.

ciliary
q^	 _

ganglion	 ^	 opt i.0 n e:rvo 3

^.. ^

.

chIasrna

M:rd
nerve

3
external
f';eniculate body

Perlis. s
nucleus

^ AT 7	
Y

nucleus

per;i. striate
area

striate  .	 a.^ • a-? ^^^-
Cortex 

:gj

Fig.	 9.3.

sche-matic, some of the pathillays are not too well established

and there may be additional connections that are unknown as yet.

AM



When an object cones near and a person is requested

to fixate this ob,tect, . three main events a.an be distinguished,

First, the meclia7 or Internal rectus muscles are

innervated so that both eyes turn In, and the object is

imaged on both :oveas. This results in the perception of. one

single fused image.

Second, the pupil contracts. This results, in

general, in a reduction of the image errors and Increases the

depth of focus.

Third, the ciliary muscles are innervated. This

Increases the po;vrer of the eye lens so that the retinal

Image will be in focus,

The medial: reeti muscles, the ciliary muscles, and

the sphincter muscle of the pupil, are all innervated by

branches of the I11rd (cranial) nerve.,; There 3.s a high

degree of coordination between these actions, but very little

is knot-m about; the quantitative relationships.

As mentioned before, the accommodation reflex is

activated in the retina, probably exclusively in the fovea.

The afferent fibers travel up the optic nerve, and pass the

optic, chiasma (where fibers from the two nasal parts of the.

retina cross over). Then the fibers travel via the optic	 n
tract and are relayed in the external geniculate body. From

there a further neuron travels ta*° the striate area of the.

calcarine cortex (area 17), which is the primary visual area

of the cortex, From here the reflex path is.relayed to the

peristriate area (area' 1.9) , which, is the secondary visual

area of the cortex.. The efferent path travels to Perlia t s



nucleus via the oocipito-mess t^cepha,l is tract.	 After this a

connection is made with the Edinger-Westphal. nucleus.	 From

this nucle-as the efferent path travels down the 111rd nevve.

Fibers for the accommodation ref lex relay in the ciliary

ganglion from which post-ganglionic fibers innervate the

ciliary musclea.

Very little is known about the character of the

signals, the properties of the relay stations, and the =

dynamics of the .signal transmi ssi on from one part of the

system to another.	 Again we stress the fact that some l

parts of the signal-flow in Fig. 9.1 are rather

speculative and may be subject to changeo as more

experimental evidence becomes available,



SEC` ION 10

10.	 INSTRUMENTATION RKNITRIVI OF nYNAM.:C OPTOMt;MS

In this section we wi:l.l give a brief review of the

basic pri.nciplies underlyi.ii	 the op ration of dynamic optometera,

By a dynamic optometer t we mean an instrument that Is capr ble

of meaour. in„ instantanoousl.y and objectively the refractive

estate of the eye.	 In that ways the dynamics of the accommodative

response can be investigated,	 Also a detailed input-output

analysis of the accommodative control system under vavious

modes of operation (open loop, closed,loop, even or odd error

operation, etc,) can b e performed,

a. The Scheiner Method.

Figure 10.1 shows the so-called S011ei.nex• 25) pri.nciple,.

that in one way or another.serves as the basis for most of the

dynamic optometers which are up to now described in the

literature.	 A light source S is imaged with the lens L on. a

plane A via two entrance pupils,. ` The entrance pupils are
3

_	 separated by a distance d and	 located closely to the lens L.

If the light source and the plane A are conjugate, we igill see

a single, sharp usage of S on A (see Pig. 10.1).	 if however,

the light sovrce and the plane A t are not conjugate, we will.

see an unsharp, double image of S on A: t.

Two important factors concerning this double image

should be taken into account.	 First, the unsharpness of each

separate image is directly paroporti;onal to the width of each

entrance pupil..	 Consequently, the smaller the entrance pup^l

is, the better is the definition of the location of the retinal

double images.	 On the other hand, in that situation the total

-.





amount of light contained in the retinal Image becomes

smaller too, which leads to detection problems. Obviously,

a compromise has to be found depending on the particular

experimental conditions. Second, the separation of the two

ima es in the double image depends on several Factors. Let us

assume that in Fig. 10.1 the plane A t is fixed. From the

geometry of the figure vie find easily:

xt -• r _	 r	 Eq. (10.1)

Expressing the distances r and 1' in diopters

R and L 4 , respectively, and using the image condition

L4 W L+Fwe find:

x = 1 .. L + F 	 Eq. (10.2)
d	 R

In Eq. (10.2) F is the focal-length of -the lens in

diopters'and L is the-distance between the light source S and

the lens, measured.in diopters. Equations (10.1) and (10,2)

hold under the assumption that the Lens is infinitely thin and

that the double-aperture coincides with the lens.

From Eq. (10.2) we can find how the distance x: changes

with a change of the power F of the lens, by differentiation

of x with respect to F

dx	 a	 Eq. ( 10, 3)

This means that if the distance x is used as tin

indication of the parner of th .ens, the highest sensitivity

Is achieved:-by choosing d as large, as possible and R as small

as possible.

. "'t °^- s^r^ n^.. ^du.Ys`Af. ^..'^ w	 ve _. ., _	 p„aF k' 
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In the case of the human eye lens we are dealing,

of course,, with a thick lens Znd th, 	 aperture will not exactly

coincide with the lens. 	 But still Eq.	 (30.3) provides the

basic parameters that determine the sensitivity of the method, As,

Furthermore, the plane A s is the retina, which means that the -
di.stance. R is fixed. 	 The maximum distance d: is limited by the

pupil size and an additional complication is that the pupil Y

diameter varies both with accommodation and retinal illumination.

We have to make sure that the distance; d falls within the limits

of the smallest pupil that occurs under the particular

experimental conditions. 	 - -

In a practical-situation d - - mm and R == 50 D

which makes dx =	 0.02rAn/Diopter.

The wavelength of the light is usually chosen in the

infra-red or near infra- gyred, to avoid pupi.11ary reactions and

interference with the normal visual function of the subject.
_z

The next problem is to evaluate the dist^^nce x of

the retinal double -image in an objective way.	 Since it is

impossible to place light sensitive transducers at the plane

of the retina, this retinal double-image has to be re-imaged	 M

via the, eye-optics rind, if necessary, via, some additional lenses,

in order to obtain a,-real image of the retinal plane in the

"outside world s .	 In the second part of Fig. 10.1 the situation

is shown where the retinal plane A t is re •„ima.ged via the

eye-optics only (for simplicity represented by a single lens).

Usually, the detection plane, where the photosensitive trans-

ducers are .located, will not coincide with the conjugate pavane
of the retina.	 This is ,simply because the positi on of this

conjugate plane is not .constant but depends on the accommodative'

^	 ^..	 ..	 .. _	 .a' .	 '_^w	 ..a..	 • ^	 ...	 s!(d-p-^^'.,ta."'.	 ^. ,. 	 ^Z^:^v :.	.c- rte..-.



state of the eye.

The reflected light rays, coming From one of the

retina]. double-images, are shown in Fig. 7.0.1. 	 From the

geometry of this figure, it can be derived easily, that for the

distance y between the centers of the blurred images in the

detection plane the following formula holds as a very good

approxi-na t i on;

tan	 k	 Eq.	 (1.0.4)
s `^	 t r

Using Eq.(10.2)	 we find for the distance y:

Y = ... sd(L - R 4 F)	 Eq.	 (10.5)
Note that the quantities L, R and P are defined in connection

with Eq.	 (10.2)

From -Eq. (10.5) it follows that again y is A

linear function of the lens-power F (in diopters). 	 A measure

of the sensitivity is the magnitude of the derivative

dF =	
s 	 Eq. (10.6)

If in Eq. (10.6) d w y mra and S - 100 mm, then,

dy y ^.	 .^	 ] 00w^	 meter/di O.^F mm/;opter	 di.opterdf 1000	 1000

The highest sensitivity is achieved again if d-is

as large as possible and s is as large as possible. 	 However,

with this latter condition we have to be careful.	 As the

distance between the conjugate plane and the detection plane

increases, the 'definition of the image decreases (it becomes

more and more blurred) and also the illumination of the image

per unit area decreases.	 Here again one has to be cautious

with imposing general design criteria on the construction of

 ^ 1
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an optometer using the Scheiner principle. 	 Often a

comprox,a. se has to be found depending on specific experimental
3

conditions, such as, for e.ample, the minituum pupil_ diameter,,

the area of linear operation of the photosensitive transducer

in the detection plane, the light sensitivity of the trans- j

ducer, etc.	 Judging from the literature, the following y

criteria seem to be generally accepted:

1.)	 Choose the distance d as large as possible 3

under the experimental conditions.

2.)	 Use a differential method to determine

the distance y in the detection plane,

The determination of y is not so much

affected by the defocussing of the image in

the detection plane.	
_ y

.	 3.)	 Use near-infra .-red or infra-red light.

4.)	 Interrupt the incoming light beam

periodically.	 This involves the use of a

phase and frequency sensitive ,PLC detection

method instead of a DC detection method. The

obvious advantage is that disturbing signals
3

(light reflections) which are not synchronous

with the incoming beam, will not affect the r

measurement.

In the following paragraphs, the various dynamic

optometers based on the Schein.er principle will be

discussed briefly;

,y
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1, Campbells"Rob^^on 0^?tc^rnete r 0) The optical.

details of the incoming light paths are shown in the upper.,

part of Fig, 10.2,

Light source, Two parallel coiled-coil

filaments 6 nu-a long and 3 mm apart, rated

each at 36 watt, 24 volt,

Lens Li. Produces a double image of the

filament at the double aperture (8 cm focal.

length). An infra-red filter is placed

between L1 and the double aperture, in order

to make the measuring light beam Invisible

for the subject.

-- Double aperture. Two rectangular apertures

separated by 4 mm fit the shape of the images

of the filament. A sector wheel is placed

between the double aperture and L2 ( as close

to the double aperture as possible) to obtain

AC modulation of the two light beams. The

double aperture is placed in the focal point of

the lens L2p

-» Lens L2. This lens has a focal length of

12 cm. The light beams emerging from the two

openings in the double aperture are. transformed

in two nearly parallel beams and directed on to

the slit diaphragm.

The slit di;aphragu, This is a horizontal slit,

2 cm long -and approximately 5 mm wide, placed

approximately in the focal. point of L3.

Nil x1"-,  W"'MR-MON.- a. ,., W
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Suppose now that the eye is accommodated at

Infinity.	 This means that we have at the retina a single

sharp image of the slit diaphragm,	 This image has a

homogeneous illumination, coining; from two spatial)

different light sources, i.e., the two openings in the

double aperture...Suppose next that the eye accommodates.

The retinal image of the slit diaphragm will become unsharp.

But because of the dual illumination a separation of two

retinal 'Light distributions can be seen, as sho'srn in Fig. 10.3.

The retinal light distribution is reimaged via the eye'optics

and the lens L4 , and evaluated by two adjacent photosensitive

surfaces,. as shown in the lower part of Fig. 10.2. 	 After this,

a . translation of the photocell readings into changes in

dioptric pourer of the eye lens is straightforward.

The human pupal iTill, of course, limit the maximum

separation of the two points where the Light teams enter the

eye after passing through L3 o	 Also, the pupil area will

.determine the amount of light energy falling on the photocell.

y

{	 .s	 435'	 y.K'. 	 a .	 .n yi,Y-	 }tq*
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xrl(11 xrAS ING A0001,R-101WHOi+r

Fig. 1.0.3

To increase the sensitivity of the instrument,

Campbell :recommends the .use of 1% p-hydr. oxyamplie tamine

hydrobromi.de. This drug takes about 20 to 40 minutes

to produce pupil. dilation. After this, a period of fixed

dilated pupil occurs i'+ithout noticeable effect on the

ciliary muscle.

The equivalent nos se•.of the instrument is about

0.05 diopters for a band-width o'f 0-5 cps (changes in

accommodation). The minimum detectable change in

refractive pourer is about 0.1 d1opter. , and fixation eye

movements of up to 
t 20 do not affect the signal.

2. Allen-Cartert Or^^c^znct	 6) The inconting light

path is shown schematically in the upper part of Fig, 10.4.

The light- source is Imaged in the plane of the pupil: by

the lens :L1. A diaphragm B is placed between the light

ra ,
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source and 1,^ in the focal point of L1.	 .1 f the eye is

'	 unacc'oxmnode ted, this d:laphragm will be imaged in focus on

the retina,.

An infra-red filter, is 	 .aced beti,,Y een L	 y:-	 p	 1 and the

eye,' to make the measuring light beam invisible for the subject.
-3

The retinal image is in turn imaged approximately at infini ty
by the optical system of the eye. 	 It is then brought into

focus by the lens L2 approximately in the plane of the

knife edge, as shown in the lower part of Fig	 10.4. -

A diaphragm A in front of the photomultiplier tube Is imaged

in the plane of the pupil at A t by the lens L2 ,	 This means

that light which leaves the eye by tray of area A t wil.l pass

through the diaphragm A a.nd enter the photomultipli.er tube.

Increasedsed accommodation will br ing the ret inal
Pig

image of the diaphragm B out of focus, but also will cause a

shift downward of the image due to the excentric entrance of =

the light beam at the plane of the . pupil.	 Th i s will in turn
..	 - 3,

cause a shift upward of the Image on the	 surface: of the Al

knife edge and less light will enter the photomultiplier. tube.

The arrangement of the entering; light beam through one point

of the pupil and the outgoing light beam through the z

diametrically opposite part of the pupil eliminates the

possibility that light reflected from the cornea will enter

the photoraultipaier tube.

Again in this optometer a rotating disc has been

placed in the entering light beam between the light source and

the diaphragm B, in order to obtain AC modulation of the

measuring light beam.	 The basic difference between this

optometc , and the Campbell•-Robson model can be summarized

  -	 z



as follows.

Instead of a dual light beam entering through two

small apertures in the plane of, the pupil combined with the

use of the entire pupil for the outgoing light beam and a

balanced symmetrical detection method, the Allen-Carter

model uses one ingoing light bearri through a small aperture

in the plane of the pupil and one outgoing light; beam through

another small ape:r -une combined with an asymmetrical detection

method.

Although it is impossible to compare the two

instruments on a rational basis from the rather superficial

data in the literature, it looks as if the light yield and the

sensitivity in the Campbell.-Robson model will be somewhat

higher.	 Also the balanced detection method loops intuitively

more attractive. .,:.

3.	 BRL	 o-?tometer. 8) A schematic diagram of the

principle underlying this optometer is shoirn in Fig. 10.5.

The upper part of Fig. 10.5 shows a side view of the !-ncoming

light; berms.	 Two narrow, parallel light beams form a single

Image on the retina of an unaccommodated eye.	 A	 prism is

placed in the upper light beam, so that instead of having

two images that Fall on top of each other, the eye sees two ti

horizontally displaced images.	 If the eye is accommodated it QE

will see two blurred images that are vertically displaced

as well.	 The ariount of vertical displacement is an indication

of the accommodative state of the eye.	 This displacement is

measured by making a real ima a of the retinal plane outside
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the eye with the lenses L 2 and L3, L3 is a rotating lens,

which makes the retinal images move across a photocell array.
z

Displacement is measured as a phase difference in two

electrical signals.

Again, it is impossible to compare this optometer

quantitatively with other instruments basod on the a^2-ailable

data. In an improved version of this instrument,
49.)

 the

author claims high resolution without artificial pupil

dilation and insensitivity for artifacts such as eye

movements, variation in light intensity of the test source,

variations in pupil size, and photodetector and amplifier

instabilities,

e Elul O^tomc:ter.20) This . optonieter does not

differ essentially from the optometers described before, The

incoming and outgoing light paths are shoini in the upper and

lower part of Fig. 10. 6 respectively. No modulation of the

infra red beans has been used'. The author states that the

threshold of the system is about 0.01 diopters. However,

this figure holds for the eye of the cat where the parameters

that determine the sensitivity can be chosen rather favorably.

The use of two balanced photocells reduces the effects of

fluctuations in source intensity, and of electrical pickup

of noise,

5. WarshawsL ff omete^r. 57 This optometer is a

modification of the Campbell-Robson . instrument, Photodetectors

are placed directly on opposite sides of the exit slit

diaphragm (cf. Fig. lOo2).



Whenever the retina, and the slit are not optically

conjugate, the photocells are illuminated and show a voltage

whose magnitude and polarity indicate the degree and.dire ction

of the deviation. from con jugacye 	 The slit and photocells are

mounted on a carriage which position is moved by a servomotor. 7

The servomotor is controlled by the photodetector signals in r,
a,

such a way , that the conjugate position is restored by moving

the slit sway from or toward the retina. 	 The method is a

null-balance method by which the sensitivity and linear
AS

operating range are increased.	 In this mode, the carriage

position corresponds to the instantaneous refractive power

of the eye.	 The Linear opera ting range, as quoted by the

author, is	 3 diopters,	 Static measur eizients are accurate

to about 0.05 diopters,

b, Non-Scheiner Principle Sptometers.

The previous sections have described presently

known dynamic optometers using the Scheiner principle. -

Other optometers have been proposed and constructed that do

not employ the Scheiner principle, 	 These devices are,

by definition,used to measure the.accommodative state and

it will be rude; clear in the text whether or not the

optometers are dynamic.
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pr1iinipIc ol' dlrectl yig s. naa.•ro-w re.ctzin-ols^)- bet;-rj (.0.1it boapl

of IJf;J l tu t!n.,r)1)C,,-h the

aired nt the .7ul-l'icot

visual. ay i:i.	 Th E: r r I; t,

the front ca) , -, cra) is

eye loos and focused

len s.  Thc slit berm	 10,?) j-

at Ebout 10
0
 hoi-lzont.,. tily frc-1 the

nii j erl 1. 111- g e o;' theo. da 2-. 	 f 1c 1(1 ( f r o.n

lir-lited- by the Jis-perced 3-J.plat of the

on the c=nthode of the photo-ruiltipiler.

Figure 10.7: Glezer Optometer in Operation.
k, photomultiplier; r, slit beam source;
me, target lenses; w, condensing lens;
m, microscope.

Figure 10. r/
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During Incrco red acoomnodati.on the fx,oxit surface of the ;Lens

bulges forward and the lighted area on the photo-multiplier

increases.	 With deereas ed accommodation, the opposite effect ^.

ins noted.	 On the flat surface of the image plane of the

photo .-multiplier cathode there Is a screen containing a slit

that is 1/3 the height of the . optical systeri image.	 The lens

•	 motion in the slit is magnified five times so that the

proportional changes of the light beam from the lens during

accommodation can be detected.

A, binocular. ,, microscope is used having a working

distance of 6.4 mm.	 One of the eye piece s is used for

visual observation and the other transmits the eye lens

image to the photo--multiplier.	 The illuminating lamp rya

consists of a light condenser, diaphragm and moveable slit,

The subject's head is fired with the help of a tooth mold.

Figure 10.7 is a photograph of-the optometer in operation.

Figure 10.8 is _a typical response (upper trace) to a 4 diopter
change in accommodation (middle trace) and the lotier trace

represents a 10 HZ sine wave time marking signal.

y

Figure 10.8: Response of Glezer Optometer. ,	 Upper trace---Len s
Accomr:iodative Response; Center trace•M ^^Four Diopter Accommodative
Stimulus;	 Lower trace.-.-:1.0 HZ Sine Wave Time Reference.

A.LS, 4•	 n	 to	 ^,	 ,^	 r..-	 v!.°,.	 ,9++. A	r	 s,w_•
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No mention is made in the paper of the following points:

a) sensitivity or calibration;

b) noise levels o:: , dyntat:ito response;

c } relationship between output and lens power

In diopters.

In view of the sketchy report, it is difficult to compare

this optometer, except qualitatively, with the others constructed.

In particular, no mention is made of eliminating iris artifacts

or the necessity of drugging the sub j'ect ° s pupil reflex system.

2. Haynes, White a d Held Method of DynamicRetin,00cop'V a... 0 -
Retinoscopy refers to viewing the retina with an

ophthalmoscope. Dynamic reti.noscopy is a means of measuring

accommodative responses without immobilizing the lenticular

system. A sharply focussed spot of light Is projected into

the subjects eye thiough the pupil. Modifications in the

reflected retina image are used as an index of the refractive

state of the eye. These modifications are quantitatively

assessed by means of lenses of known pourer. Refraction is

measured while the subject fixates nearby ob jects and also

while he tracks an ob ject moving toward and away from his eye.

The accommodative response is measured by briefly introducing

lenses of knot-m power In front of the fixating eye. -By

moving the r.etinoscope in depth, thereby inducing accommodative

tracking, it is then determined what diopter range the subject

can maintain accommodation on the target within 0.5 diopters,

SO
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Even though this process is called dynamic

retinoscopy the response is not the dynamic response " of

the lens system but merely the lens power at a fixed va;l.ue,

of lens accommodation. Additionally, the recording device

is the operator 4 s eye so that the measurements are

subjective and are not read out on a recording device.

3. Chin and horn Infra-red Skiascop .i.c Measurenients, 12)

The infra-red ski.ascope is best described with

reference to Figure 3.0.9. The inPra-r. ed source A. provide s

infra-red radiation  which is reflected by mirror B into The
3

.....

RA(NEUiRAW G)	 Opp
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-
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Figure 10.9 Operational schematic of Chin and Horn ukiascope,

T

Figure 10. 9
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the ,sub j ec t t s right eye C.	 The retina acts as a s condary

Source and reflects these rays out through the optical.

system of the eye forming a focus whose location is

dependent upon the refractive state of the Eye.	 The invisible =

rays are converted, by the infrared receiving set to visible

light which is presented to the examiner through the telescope

eyepiece. . An infra-red filter H is placed over the objective

to prevent light leakage from the converter so that no light

from the measuring apparatus is seen by the subject. 	 This

makes m.easurementn, possible at any controlled level of

illumination.
1

If the outcoming focus lies in. front on the 5

pinhole E (on the side towards the subject), movement of the

mirror, B, will.elicit a movement of the retinal image

projected at the pupil (skiascopic pupil reflex) opposite
d

to that of the mirror;	 if behind the pinhole, the pupil
reflex moves in the same relative direction;	 if the focus
is at the pinhole there is neither of the above motions.

Measurements are made in the horizontal meridian only. Various

lenses, set on a wheel, are interposed before the right-eye,

C, to determine which will set the focus of the outcoming :rays
A

exactly at the pinhole.	 This is the neutralizing lens.	 The

pinhole is 33 cm. from the lens wheel so that 3 diopters is

subtractod'from the neutralizing lens to obtain the value for

correcting the refractive Error of the eye. 	 This lens power,

calked the skiacopi:c correcting lens, is the value which will

q,
r



3

theoretically focus rays from a distant. object on the retina.
3

The distance between lens wheel. and eye Is Z but is a constant

factor when refractive changes under various levels are compared,

The image of the retina seen projected at the pupil, y'

(skiascopic pupil reflex) is composed. of rays which pass

through the pupi:llary opening and whose vergence can be

changed by acco;nmodation. 	 The skiascopic pupil reflEx can

thus be used to determine refractive changes of the eye, as

defined.

As can bo deduced f^^om the above description, the

skiascope is a ;r. etinoscope using infra-red light and does not

measure dynamic lens motion. 	 The accommodative state is

determined sub jectively by the observer by i anually moving a

lens wheel to a nulling; lens position.	 No readout device

is employed and the measurements are indirect since the pupil

reflex is used as a measure of accommodation.

4.	 Finaham°s Sli t Lamp Pho ltpwraph.y and
Coincidence 0 t,.onieter ..^_ ..^. ,w._... .

In 1937, Edgar Fincham used a prototype slit lamp

to photograph the human lens in cross- , section. Figure 10.10 i
illustrates the method he used,

PA
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Figure 10.10: Slit Lamp Photography Technique of Finchamo

Figure 10.10

Because the greater horizontal diameter of the cornea exposed

more of the interior of the eye iri that meridian and also to

avoid the eyelids, the photographs were made with a- horizontal

section of the eye Illuminated instead of the usual vertical one.- s

Illumination was made along the visual axis and the camera

placed immediately beloiw this axis directed upward to It at

n angle of 350 .	 To have convenient space for the c,amera., the

slit lamp was mounted in aa, vertical position and the light

4
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r.efl.cetcd into the eye by Ei prism, R. The sl_i i; WIdth

wal 0.2 Inul., its .l.cn^',th sti- ficient to cover th c: dir-:nci•er

of the cox-; et;. To r:-voi.d unc^crtainty in fc,cusir;[;, the

principle of corlLinccl focusin3 was cmpl.oye.d.. Thc; cfolicra

len[;th ti:ccs fixed rand the pociti.on.s of the slAt .lamp s,nd

carncro, adjusted. r^nd fixed so their axes met e.t the .orlr:on

focus of tl;e ti-.- o systems. Exi)osurcr: of 0.5 seconds tac-re

used vith reduced csanera r:perturcr-, fo y• sufii.cicnt (tc.ptl;

of fCK:U ?.

The p'-.ctcg-rai-)hs (FiCurc 10.1-1) typically ol.tr.i ned.

, hoor Vic, ;..ection of the cornea r:nel J ens rind i.r, the r:ccorimociRted

state, tl',c cilia.zy proce: c,cr.

AA
Figure 10.11: Slit lamp photographs of
lens at 0 diopters (unaccommodated) and
10 diopters (accommodated).

Figure 10.12: Photograph
of image seen through
Coincidence Optometer.

Although the rc:^ul is ti^erc very hel pful. in pi •'Ofti.tive studic:o of

the sccom;nodative syster, photoL,;raphi.c te^.hniques aa • c limited

to static tcc;c,,i-.;odation levels. Higji spceci 	 of

the refractive lens surfaces h^s not met with r.;uch success.

.	 -
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In addition to slit lamp photography, Finchnm

also developed a coincidence optomoter to measure the lens

refraction. By this i.nstxument, the, retinal image of a

vertical line target is matched. throughout an cxperimrent

and changes In the refraction of the eye are indicated by

a break in the coincidence of the upper and :loner halves of

the line image (Figure 1.0.12) . When the target is not in a

position conjugate to the subject's retina, tl)e retinal. Image

is displaced from the axis. The Image 3.s viewed throuj;h a

system of prisms which divides the field into two and

reverses one half, so that when the image is out of alignment

the halves of the line image move In opposite directions, and

the setting is correct only when an unbroken line is formed.

In this system the accuracy of the instrument is doubled,

and the most critical method of adjustment is used—that of the

alignment of a vernier. An optical fixation target is also

incorporated in the Instrument for the relaxation and control,

of acco=-.odation. The photograph shows the appearance of the 	 h

retinal image when the Lens refraction differs from the

instrument setting by 0.5 diopter. A difference of

0.1 diopter Is, discernable  and the rate of change as the

eye accommodates can be observed. The arrangement of the

apparatus Is shoran in Figure 10.13. The test Abject Of

to	
vrhl.ch is at a distance of ern. Is presented to the eye by

reflection at the transparent rairror ICI attached to the optometer.

a,..	 1'
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Figure 10.13:	 Experimental_ Arrangement of Coincidence Optometer.

The optometer axis is fixed. 4 0 from the sub jest i s visual

axis.	 The object is a diffusely illuminated plate with a

series of black dots upon which the subject's eye can focus.

The lens refraction.is measured about 40 from the visual axis. -

The light-vergence from the object is by means of a

lens L interposed between object and mirror.	 The change

could be brought about very rapidly, and the lens, being

centered on the visual axis, produces no apparent lateral

displacement of the object.

No mention is made of the ultimate se-Insitivity or
off axis noiee produced by head- or eye motion.	 However, it
would: appear, possible to use the optometer output as a signal. s

to light detection diodes in order to translate the disparity

in coincidence into lens diopters.. 	 In this way, the

coincidence optometer	 -could be adapted to bF; a dynaraic

reading optometer,	 Short of building; the instrument it is
difficult to say hots flexible It would be as a laboratory device. -
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5. Coleii rj 'rd G'rl i. tl_Ultra Sound. Tc^?;ni glle ^ )

Ult:r •asonic rieasurements in the cci?1«r systcr have

been rcpos tcd tit; least since the early ' 60 : s.	 The vorl':

of Coleran ai:d. C.^rlin is typ c,,:^l of presently operative

ultoasonic devices.. The method will be explained i,At.L

referen^.e to Figure 10,.1.4. `Phe system coiisist.s of a f]ui.c

staid--off column thi-ouah i-,Thich both liL ht (fol alignmci.t.) <<nd

sonic i.avos ( for mes:s 1.)rcment) pas,-;. The opti cwl s ystun is

aligned jointly ti<i_th t %ie sonic s, stem by ric^,.ns of a. front

surfaced r ilr-uor. `i' Ic center of tl , e opt i.cal path is pi creed

with at 2 mPi. Bole to a.11o ..r sonic pass^.ge Boil the 10 rihz.

generator and receiver. Aliuhirent can also be chcchcc. by

substituting a. light source for the sonic Ecr(nuator. , to

assarc the 2 r n hole is di2• ectly on the optic,l p9th.

Figure 10.15: Readout trace
Fifnire 10.1	 Schematic of ultra-,	 from ultra-sonic receiver.
sonic intra--ocular measurement 	 C, cornea; AL, anterior lens
experimcnt.	 capsule; PL, posterior lens

capsule; R, .retina.-- --
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In operation, the generator is pulsed for 0.1j(s

and the reflected. pulses (echos) detected by the matched

receiver.	 The echos are most pronounced at boundaries

having the greatest difference in sonic propagation

velocities, Ariz; the iaater-cornea and the vitreous-retina a

interfaces.	 A notable exception to this (Figure 10.10

is the aqueous-anterior lens surface boundary where the

considerable lens capsule elasticity accounts for the high

reflection coefficient.	 The posterior lens surface-vitreous

boundary does not enjoy such excellent reflection, its

capsule thickness being only M ID versus	 ^ /g for the

anterior surface,	 The wavelength ,^ is 0.15 mm. at 10 mhz.

The display system consists of a commercial stress

transducer-CRT unit with electronic clocking and gating to

trigger the CRT,	 Knowing sonic velocities in the various

ocular media allows one to calculate the intraocular

distances from the velocity time display. 	 The sonic measure-

ments are accurate to `within 0.1 mm-- or 2/3

As a dynamic optometer ultra-sonic devices suffer
3Y

._A

from two serious deficiencies: 1. Necessity of a dense (water

or iii) media directly in contact with cornea. 	 This minimizes

flexibility and introduces serious errors through orbital

deformations.	 2.	 The media in contact with the cornea

almost eliminates the 43 diopter refraction of the cornea so

that targets are seen by the subject as if they were "under water."

In addition, eye motions of any kind almost completely obliterate
1

the return signal. ` Y.e

p

i.
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Presently, the ultra-sonic devices seem to be more

valuable in identifying intr. a-ocular material parameters than	 s

detecting dynamic accommodation,

6. Laser Optometers.

With the advent of lo-a -power, inexpensive C.W.

lasers, there have been recent attempts to use coherent light

as a means of measuring accommodation. As 'outlined in }
Section 4, the only described modus operandi to date is that

46)
of Pi glen. However, there seems to be no evident way of

35)
making optometry objective. Knoll	 used the C. W. laser mach

the same way ordinary retinoscopy is utilized. This means

the subject is asked. when the reflected light pastern stops

moving as various pourer lenses are interposed between him and

an illuminated revolving drum. Consequently the laser
a

optom.ater is non rt-dynaraic and subjective.

a
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Table 10.7. surmiia.rizes the conclusions derived cone erni.ng  the

non-.-Scheiner optometric mothods discussed.

13ANTGF
METHOD	 (D:1 OP'7'FFIiS)

	

DYNAMICIC	 Ii3!ADOU`.t' 	 CAL^T.P,F^f^^['IONN .	 .._	 , w	 ...	 _.. ^...	 ..^ .. _ 	 .._	 _.

Slit Lamp	 Yes	 Oscillograph None
Optometers	 Per-formed
(Glen er )	 i

Dynamic	 10 No None Known Power
Retinoscopy Lens Comparison

SLlascopy 10 No None Known Power
(Chin and Lens Comparison
Horn)

Coincidence 10 Yes None Known Power
Optometer Lens Comparison
(Fincharn } _

Ultrasonics 10 No CRT Calculat?.on
(Coleman and Based on Itnoi-na
Carlin) Propagation

Veloalties

Laser 2 No None Subjective

L
ometer
o11 }

i

x

ij

k•:

w



In siuiniary the total nuviber of instruments in A,
the U.S,A. to measure dyiiai..Ac changes In ,-).oco-.,nmodatIon is of I

A-
the order of five. Most of these use the Scheiner prInc'-'Lple

to measure: acoommodation aind are highly specialized laboratory

models. This is probably one of the reasons that useful N-

data for analysis of the control aspect of the accommodative

systera are scarce or not available.

All

67

A
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11	 THE MULTIVAh rAB,1' E NA.TUk,E OF ACCOI4T11*0DATIVY, TRACKING.

The preceding literature -rov;i.ev's concerning optometers

have dealt only with one variable of accommodative tracking viz;.

changing of the powor of thy a-Lens, In reality the so-called

"near reflex" involves the changing of at least three important

analog variables. These are the lens power, the pupil diameter

and the vei^gence rotation of the eye, This section will derive

a systems-theoretic model of the eye in accommodative tracking

and present the Interactions of the three above variables in

determining the seeing state. The systems model will show how.

the previous discussions on ocular physiology, retinal sensitivity,

physiological and physical optics enter into controlling the

seeing state of the eye.

a. Ph rsti I Ba Is for a Systems Model. p The  Lens Laa^^,

The physiological fragmentation of the system has

already been presented. (see Fig-. 5,1 of Section 5). Also,

most of the equations and the rationale for a systems model have

already been presented. Consequently, In the sequel., detailed

derivations will be excluded when they have been previously*

performed. and only the appropriate references made.

As already describe(!, when an object to be kept in

focus changes position, three observable analog variables

(excluding gross head and body motions) change In order to

maintain a sharp image on the most sensitive part of the retina.

If' the object comes nearer to the person the eyes converge

nasally, the pupil becomes smaller (contracts) and the Lens

changes shape to Increase its focusing pourer. The apposite

state pertains when an object recedes. For simplicity in the

c	 s	 r	 y. ^	 _	 r

5 ^ 	 'v^^'Y ^f't F'^:Q̂`.:: .•!  K.¢ g2^ ... e_. "k.L. Y8 .t . SSi 'r-'; .
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following di,scuss"I.on only target (the object to be focused)

position changes on the optical a;r • .'is (a line perpendicular to.

the cornea and concentric with thespup3.l)	 ^^ri.:1.1,	 bt:,	 con,^.l.derecl .

This means the accoimiiodatively sti.mulatedcye maint,:Uns a f:i.xtA.

position.	 Therefore the model. will describe the pupil and

accommodative state in one eye; 	 that being the one on whose

optical axis the target is changing position, and the vergenc e

of the opposite eye.	 Get DT be the distance (in diopters)

measured from the cornea of the stimulated eye to. the target. a

DT can tape on values from 0,	 target infinitely far from the

eye, to infinity.-	 target right at the cornea.	 Let D be the

instantaneous value of the dioptrie power of the Ions. It has

already been shoran (Section j) that approximately 20 -:^,D 30 diopters

so that the dynamic ranee of D is + 10 diopters. 	 If n .represents

the diameter in mm, of a uniformly intense blur circle on the

retina and:P Is the diameter of the pupil in mm., then It ha
s

been shown (Eq. 4.3, Section 4) that

B w 0.018P (D	 ., D)	 Fq,	 ( 11.1 ) ti

Where D and DT are in diopters. 	 B is defined as positive when

Dl, >D, i.e.,  the eye is under accommodated and the image is

focused behind the retinal plane and negative for the obvious

opposite condition. Equation (11.1) is based on geometrical

optics and predicts zero blue when DT =- D.	 In reality

experimental evidence_ shows	 that R	 0 wh en D	 DT but that

finite blur occurs from the non•-geo3aetricHl ef'f'ects, of

diffraction and light scattering (see Fig. 7.3, Section 7),

_ 	 ' I	 I	 tyy,,"i^ F'7'n	 rpJd`^'	 *	 ,'.r'c,^'t	 r'W.•	 r. ,n	 .. v^.F	 2,ix(	 r	 °	 5"	 :.

-	 y :`	 4b `'j	 '`	 ww•^f." h*4Yr}r	 { f_	 s SF:ki 4° m}

+



Therefore, Equation.11.1 must be modified to account for

actual blur in regions of small D,i, w D. The amount of' non^a

geometrical blur depends on the pupil si ze ( see Fig, 7.3) .

It will be assumed that the half' potter points of the blur

distributions in Figure 7'.3 serve as an adequate measure of

non .-geometrical. blur. Since 1.1.1 is a linear equation in

DT n the non-geometrical blur enters this equation• as a	 }

dead band (dependent on P) of blur, By considering all of

the distributions of Figure 7. 3, it can be shown that this
dead band, a, depends on P according to

a	 X0.04 P +0,	 Eq . (l1.2)

where a is in diopters for p in'rnm. 3*t is now possible to

construct the first stages of the system. If e ll is the dioptric

error with deadband accounted for then , the blur with dead

band, will be the output of the block diagram of Figure 11.1.

DT +	 e	 ^'	 ^	 D

ID

3a
_.

Figure 11.1 Block Diagram Representation of
Human Accommodative Tracking System
Error Detector.,

5.«.

It was also shown that the retina without additional clues
s

cannot distinguish between positive or negative blur. (c.f. even
error experiment, ref ,. 53) yo that the multiplier of Figure 1O.

E, 
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is fol.l owed by an al)so:lute value, device.	 (Sef.: Figure 11.2) •

llowe•vur, because of the multi variabl..e input natuxoe of

accommodation, it has been'shown (c,f. page l., 	 section 7)

that there: are ,many possible clues the subject may detect, e.g-1

motion, parallax, aberration, etc. 	 (See Table 7.1., Section 7)

that will give hint the sign of the blur.	 These clues usually

depend on memory to be effective and are of a reflex nature

more than voluntary.	 In the systems model., any one of these

clues can restore the sign to the blur or, equivalently,

by-passthe absolute value 'box In the block diagram. 	 The over-

al.l. effect of these memory proce^,sed clues can be represented

functionally in the block diagram as an "or" gate controlling

a bypass gate around the absolute value box. 	 An "or" gate

is an appropriate representation since as ti.gmatiom or motion.

or any of the clues in Table 7.1 can restore the sign of the

blur to the lens controller.

Up to this point, nothing has been said about the

predictability of the target motion.	 Whether or not the

subject can gather enough information from past experience to

enable him to draw conclusions about; the future time course

of the target is a very important point in deriving the syst-eins

model.,	 If the target motion Is a step -Those onset is random

then experiments show a pure transport delay in. the accommodative

response;.	 If, on the other hand, the target motion is,

for example, a fixed frequency square wave, then expc;rim.ents

show the sub jectr can easily, often in three or four cycles,

predict what the future motion will probably be and responds
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r
with zero (or ever)) nora t ve transport dola.y. 3 ) Con!-,equent.ly0

`	 r	
r4	

w	 r,	 +' del.'^,"^cr, t;7.mer" r  the main ^: eedf o:^ i' o rd )^^. t;ll ^;^ ^:^n^^l>n.c ^.	 ^r. e variable

depending at :least on the past, time oour^ae; of the Input

signal. DT. ftinotiona lly p thi^^ feature of the dolays can be

represented as a memory and input signal controlled transport

delay whose numerical delay time is a, function of the past Input

signal time course and memory. Memory as used here denotes

any time t: t <t where t is the present value; of the system

independent variable. After passing through the feed forward

transport delays, TDI and Tb2 c the feedfo:rward signals act

upon the lens system actuator which -is anatomically referred

to as the ciliary muscle (See Pig. 11.2) 	 At this point,

it is assumed the signals have already , been converted from an

analog blur circle diameter on the retina to a nerve pulse
w.

train whose repetition rate is related to the blur circle

diameter. Such an .assuraption seems reasonable but as yet is

not experimentally verified. ` This oonverslon 'process takes

place after the absolute value block in the systems model and

anatomfically is probably performed by the photorec eptors of

the retina. Of cours, e, the pulse trains leaving the retina.

will have been extensively processed by the retina and high

visual centers so that the pulses reaching the ciliary muscle

are not precisely those leaving the retina. Without goin g

into minute detail, let it be said the ciliary muscle can be

considered to be a digital (pulse trains) to analog (muscle

tension) converter of a highly nonliiiear natuxe a'4•3rj'he non..

linearity manifests itself pvimarily In ciliary muscle daitpirrF '

Asa	 a.	 ^̂{a 	 ^^ - -	 , r,	^ fi, • xt^ ' ;^ °	 ' r	
`'^ `^
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and elasticity.	 For present purposes the muscle dynamics

will be represented as a box with a pulse train input followed

by a pulse repbti tion • rate to rmscle tension converter. The

muscle dynamics are nonlinear, approximately first order and

driven by the converter output tension. 	 The muscle tension

facts upon the next block which is the lens dynamics, Lens

dynamics can also be shown to be approximately first order

and nonlinear with the nonlinearity resting primarily in the

Lens damping.	 The purpose of the mechanical action of the

ciliary muscles on the lens is to change its shape. The

relationships between the lens geometrical dimensions and its

subjective d.iopter pourer is easily measured with a slit Lamp
optometer. Using the optomete-r and the theory presented in

(42) it can be shotni that lens diopters, D, is related to the

position of the front surface of the lens w, by

DM16.6W+20
when w is measured from the lens anterior surface at 0 diopters

and where D is in diopters for w in mm. This relation completes
the lens loop begun in Figure 11.1,

b. ThPupil Loop and Variable Interactions,

One of the input variables to the accomiodative loop

is the pupil diameter P which enters through Equation (11.1).

Physically the pupil contracts when one focuses on near objects

and dilates for objects more distant. It does this with"a
transport delay between accommodative stimulus and pupil

response which is 100 ms. longer than the accommodative transport
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delay-.	 This additional :100 ms. transport time is net changed

by other accorunodative clues or memory because it represents

the pupil actingas a ;pux^ reflex ,system i.e.,  it cannot be

. activated voluntarily.	 Therefore, it is reasonable to take

its error signal after the second feedforward transport delay.

The pupil diameter also responds to changes in illumtnation

in a.dr)ition to its accommodatively generated inputs. 	 It does

so with a constant transport delay of. 280 ras,	 The  illumination

induced pupil7.ary -response represents a closed control_ loop

within a control loop rri th pupil diameter, P, as output and
T

illumination level I as one of the.controlli.ng inputs.	 Thus,,

an additionalM.L1 T"eedfort-,a'rd transport delay precedes the

pupil dynar_des, 	 The pupil. dynamics arise from the muscles

controlling its diameter;	 the dilator and sphincter pupillae.

_ Being smooth muscle Tike the ciliary muscle, these pupillae

have nonlinear dynamics someuffiat similar to the ciliary muscle. 43)

The detailed dynamics will. not be derived here but suffice it

to say theyexhibit nonlinear damping and are second . order.

The 'pupil also exhibits a saturating nonlinearity as a function

of illumination intensity.	 This saturationarises because the

pupil diameter cannot exceed the range of 2 to 8 mm.

c, Accommodative Gonvexr^;2nee w An OpeLLoo^,

When focusing a near object the eyes move nasally in

order to keep the target field of interest po itioned on the

fovea.	 In the case being; considered the target Is always

on the optical axis of the viewring eye so that this eye need



not converge.	 `i'he opposite eye" does cozxvQ 1̂ge	 however, and

its angle of rogation C• is measured positive nasally fro?n

straight ahead gaze.	 Experimentally, coy -rex^ge1jce is seen to

proceed after a maximu?n transport delay of 1$0 ms. Being a

voluntary syst em, the convergence transport .dela y, like the

. accommodati.-ire delay,, Is input time history and memory variable.

Therefore, its feedfor•t-*ard transport delayis less 'than that

for D and is variable.	 The muscle dynamics of the con`^e?°geilce

system are the same as those used in ordinary :-tori zontal tracking

movements since the same muscles` are employed. 	 These dynamics

- have been shown to be nonlinear and fourth order. 	 Unlike

the pupil and accommodative systems, however, a definite feedback

mechanism has not been firmly established anatomically or

functionally for the convergence syste?i. 	 This means the output

angle 0 of this system has little if any feedback around it

for _stabilization.	 Experimentally, it is observed that

accommodative convergence, as evidenced by C, is,quite erratic

and drift prone almost as thbugh the feedback, if it exists,

As into-mi.ttant.	 3It should be emphasized, however, that most

of the experimental_ evidence for an open loop convergence

system arises from monocular experiments where only one eye is

converging.	 In these experiments, it appears that any system

feedback available is A.C. coupled., 	 For systems analysis

purposes, the experimental evidence of eye tracking experiments

and ' experiments designed to stimulate the eoix"rergence system

accoimnodatively point to an open loop system that is rapid in

;: response, drift prone and very dynamically unilateral_.
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The gate bypass ing the absolute value block can be

activated by any one or alh of the vax-i.ous accommodative clues }
shown on the memory control.. The most dominant auxi'l._' ^l:ry

a000nmiodative clue seems to be change in target size. If the

natural blur is accompanied with an Increase In size the subject

wi3.1 Increase his lens diopt,ers and vice versa. Change in

target size alone will not ' stimulate accommodation.

If any one of the auxiliary clues are present the absolute

value is bypassed and the blur sign restored.

A detailed, analysis of the systems model. represented

by Figure 3.1.2 goes beyond the scope of this rFport; .holde:ver,

Its derivation is considered to embody most of the present

knowledge concerning the physiological systems involved. In

order to test; the model, experimental responses from httmara

subjects must; be obtained and compared with a computer

simulation of the model, Such a ' procedure would enable one to

identify more precisely the various parame ters of the Interacting

loops, In this regard, with an experimental means of measuring

0, P and n experiments could be devised to interrupt certa.•in

loops in the system in order to determine .accurately Individual

	

responses deprived of certain variable interactions, As an 	 N

example D an artificial pupil could be placed In fxaiit of the

subject 's eye, thereby clamping P at the artificial pupil

diameter, and experiments conducted to compare dynamic

responses with and without interacting pupil dynanlios,

r
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3. 2,	 THE NEEDED	 FOR AN OPTICAL STATUS.)'1 rl. V 4)	 rl .1. • l7WiIA1 parr.wwa.y.Yr+w=ax.p Mra+wr .yw.rdrlr^	 r	 er	 s.w Na.

Throughout the previous presentation, especially as
4

regards quantitative exrerimenta:l data, a t:(.aa. ing, laolt of ^ -

sufficient Instrumentation necessary for developing a realistic

model. of the System considered is apparent,	 This is probably

because of the passive interest of the engineering society In M

'decade.biomedical engineering until - the 1ater half of this

The instrumentation answex ; for the accommodative system, we

feel., is embodied. in an Optical Status Tester trhi.ch would

Tulfil:l. the needs outlined below.

a.	 Di rigid l at:e Nor ed.

The systems development embodied in S ection '11 is
perhaps the ,most sophi sticated and realistic model. of the

accommodative tracking system presented. to date,	 It Illustrates

well the multivarlable nature of this process and how experimental

measurements on only one variable at a time will only suffice

to give information about one component of the interacting

ocular triad of D .G. and 1?.	 Such experimental knowledge is

of a3.mited. practical, importar^ue because any ccncI^^:sions derived

are predicted on speculated behavior of the other ocular

components, 	 If this quantitative knowledge, such as displayed

by 'tbe systems block diagra,rn of Figure 11.2 is to be verified

while accounting for the knollira Interacti pr) ., it is Imperative

that a' device', such as an Optical Status 'Tester be made available,

An Optical Status Tester would be a device capable of measuring ;l

at leaP't the ocular triad of accommodation, vergence and

pupil diameter,	 Concisely, the immediate needs for an Optical

- Status Tester are:

r
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y^	 qA	 ry^	 J	 1M ry/^	 RR	 T^	 r •y^	 y^	 1'
1.) . to. pprfo.l^ni expe:t`.imi ents Jl.00es13ary to VG,r.6.^^]. and

identify a systems model deriv ed from phi slolog e al ,

ti	 optical and past expe rimental cons,16erati,onsO

2) to perform experiments on himian subjects and compere
Athose rosults with those of a systems simulation 	 =s

revised on the basis of the experiments in 1).

3) to prepare the way for a- moro sophisticated Optical.

Status Tester that would be capable of monitoring the

ocular triad for both eyes simultaneously. This would

be a, significant stop totiard in-flight Optical Status

Monitor ing,;

b. Future. Need.,

Presently, there does not exist a commercial supply

for one component (.the opt;ometer) of an Optical Status Tester;

let alone a complete OAST itself, falthoue;h such a device is .

within the technological abilities of our society. In the

future, if some, practical engineering knowledge about human

optical status is to be gained at least two points must be

considered

l) as outlined In 31 above; Ideally the ocular state

vector of D. a--and p would be Extended in scope to

Include both eyes in a normal, binocular mode of

operation, Even more realistically the OST could

be used to extend the ocular triad itself. This means

the ocular triads would be expanded t o include position

componeia.ts that fix the eyes relative to some spatial

reference, With a tried, and test=ed monocular OST as a

starting•	 8 po3.nt, such extension `could be realistically

undertaken,



2) In all of the prr:.oeAlrrg a1sounsi.on, it has been

tacitly assumed that the experimenter would have

oxpl.i.clt; control of the ezzvi.rontrzental, condition the

subject is placed in. To the present time standard

operating pa°ocedurec oal.1 for tomtIng a wall-trained

subject in normal room conditi.on.s. The only significant

stimulations are those sliotozx es Inputs in Figure l.l..2.

Realistically, however, the optical status is most

important when the subjeot ts present and future

onvironmen.t depends In part on his optical status

itself. it is not too unreasonable therefore to

envision other inputs than those of VIgure 1.1..2.';

Considering the system of Piture 11.2 momentarily, it
seems quite reasonable to ask hair the parameters of

this system vary with environmental. temperature, G

loadings, spin rates,  etc, Such questions have not

as yet been anwiered, not because: they are not

. i.mportant or have never been asked, but due to a

Lack of the pertinent Instrumentation,



SECTION 13

13,	 MISSION ORIENTED APPLICATIONS

Mission oriented applications are to be considered

under two categories,:	The 'i st concerns scxeeiiing and

selection procedures of flight personnel under normal test

procedure conditions and the second under simulated and

_ actual in-flight conditions.

a.-	 Normal. Conditions

Nor-mal. conditions imply one g acceleration, room

temperature, undrugged subject, zero vibrations and in general

the person to be tested is subjected to no extra ord:i.n^,ry

OC
environmental' conditions.	 Under' theseconditions the following;-

testing procedures could be performed with an optical status

tester (OST)

1. Amplitta de Predictable Accomr1odation Performance

N In this test the subject is presented with a target

moving randomly on the.optcal axis of the test eye while the

other eye is occluded. 	 The random target motion would be in

the form of steps of target position for which the sub ject
would know beforehand the amplitude but not the time of step

onset.	 In this way: the subject would not be able to predict

when the target was going to move so that the full latency

of his accommodation mechanism would be revealed in the (OST)

accormnodation channel record. 	 It would obviously be necessary

to have some standard of Latency to^which a given subjectes

performance is to be compared, 	 It would be necessary therefore.

to test a Large group of normal flight personnel to establish

this standard.	 With the OST'such a standard could be obtained

quite simply, °Present standards are found only in research

oriented literature covering a very srlall number of sub jects.9•51)'".
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The i.m odd ate: value of kno gyring ace otnmoda.tiori

.	 latency for possible flight pei-sonnr-.1 i.s obvious. Th is nui^b,er

is the minimum amount of time the subject can possibly bring

to focus *an object that moves in an unpredictable ilanner. . For

example, if a pilot Is suddenly made aware of another aircraft

in his immediate vicinity then we know from the above test

procedure the m.nimuzn time he -c-ould be expected to be able to

brim; the craft into focus. Apparelrtly it zsoul.cl be desirable

to have personnel with minimal accommodative latencies.

2,	 1.ormance

It has been shorn by several morkers that the

aecolr^nodative s^Tster. t-.he^-i presented ai^ly amplitude changes

of accommodative stimulations cannot distinguish in which

^the	 changed.	 However, thdirection2.mplitude has c^^^.n^,ed.52 ^dire 

appears to be a tendency for subjects, when deprived of the

amplitude sign information,information, to. favor one accommodative level

to others.15. 58 .)

-.	 In the proposed test procedure the direction (sign),'

of the target position change and the time the target position

changes will not be knoi.̂ Tn to the sub ject. All other. _test

conditions are as in 1. above. The ,target: will move in a

step-wise fashion but the direction, amplitude and time of

moveinent will be made random. - It is immediately obvious

' from the accommodative records when the subject makes a

direction-incorrect accommodation movement W. his lens.

Wised on these records a, stai;istical analys is can produce a

probability distribution relating the probability of correct
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accommodative movement :relative to the amplitude of t,;hr;
„M

stimulus presented.. 	 Additionally, the most probable accommodo Live y

status during a time of subject confusion will be obtained.

This test procedure could also very possibly reveal a

correlation to the accommodative :Level assumed by the subject:

when presented empty visual fields.11)

3.	 Accommodative Clue Sensitivity

It has been Imown for several decades that subjects

can use clues other than image blur as indications of

accommodative stimulation. - 	Hoar sensitive a subject is to

these various clues is a measure of his ability to "focus

objects that move randomly and present no sign: information

in their blurred images. 	 It would be advantageous to have

•	 flight personnel who could restore the sign information in

the blur signal utilizing the minimal amount of auxiliary

clues.

To make such a- sensitivity test the target stimulus

would be varied in the following ways:

1.)	 Different wavelengths of target Illumination—

monochromatic cluing.

2.)	 Off-axis target motion -horizontal

-	 motion cluing,`

3.)	 Off-axis target; motion--vertical

"	 motion cluing.

.)	 Target size changes--apparent size cluing.

5 )	 Variable target illumination Intensities--

• c ity cluingluminosity	 .
{

6.)	 variable target aberration--aberration cluing. y

r^i
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Each of the above vari ati ons would be tested on

the subject to determine hots* long (number of trials) it takes

hiin -to utilize the clue '(if at all) as a key to correct

accommodative effort. In all other respects the test

procedures would be as 1.) and 2.) above, In this way one

could determine which subject is the most 'sensitive to the

amount of information presented. Presumably the best subject

could correctly accommodate with the minimal amount of

information concerning the target presented

4. ReIa, ive Pu pillary Response Test

y ; In this test both accomiiodation and pupil diameter

of the subject are .recorded in 'response to stimuli of the

form presented in test 1.) above. The pupil serves as an

accommodative error modulator and can critically alter the

rise time of accommodation and even the steady state

accommodative amplitude, 430,47)

As has- been shown previously ( s ee Section 11) the

dead band in accommodation depends critically on the p upil

diameter and in general a larger dead-band gives rise to

accommodative and pupillary oscillations. These in turn can

deteriorate visual acuity.especially as pertains visual field

details.

5, i\teex-Reflex Performance Test

This performance test is a relatively routine test

to determine the dynamic response of the three ocular variables;

vergence, accommodation and pupil diameter. The dynamic

responses of a normal test group should be determined ,a priori

•u



as a standard for latencies, :r., ise-time s etc. With this

standard the many important variables of the clyrianio ocular

reflex 00111d be sti)(11ed. quantitatively

b. S7?failated and Actual. In F:l:iAht C2 a tarns

The normal conditions-testing procedures produce

valuable infor7tiation concerning the dynamic responses of

personnel in ,a normal environment. As such these tests

could be used to select personnel for a variety of.duties

that would not require of them any above average seeing

ability. Of more importance however are quantltative

test procedures on personnel of whom It i s^ec^u3.z^ed to

maintain a certain minimal optical status under abnormal

conditions; specifically, in-flight conditions.

1) Variable Cond. tions Tests

ln.these tests the acceleration of the subject is

varied to simulate' the ran=,c of g loadings encountered during

a particular mission. Typically, this range might be from

zero to three or four . times. g v,ith the direction of the

acceleration vector also made variable. Of particular L. 4,erest i

is the response of the ace ormnodat;i.ve system under such

conditions, Quantitative teat procedux-es of this system under

variable accelerations are almost non-existrent and yet there

is ample evidence to expect a significant change in

performance vaath variable loading. This is because the lens

is an elastic body suspended by an elastic system. The

suspensory forces , are knovm to vey from zeta to 1.5 grams

per mai, circumference during the normal accommodative range.^ 2 )
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When the lens Is fully acco),7modated it is almost a freely

float:zng body and it would be expected - to be most susceptible

to external loading in this condit:i.on.

Ideally the accomiiodative system shou].d be tested

with acceleration an ,operator-controlled. vwriabl.o both in

magnitude and direction.: Since the verging consensual eye

would also experience the various loflulings, °;it would be

possible to simultaneously record its performance under

variable acceleration.

The variable acceleration could possibly be obtained

both from centrifuges and arcing aircraft which would also

necessitate using the CST under these conditions.

2)	 Vibrate :,i Condition and lan vla^° VE'1oc i t•^ Tests
g

If the subject' s head and/or body are subject: to

vibrational movement then the Lens and its controlling
F

mechanisms are also.	 The g	 loading tests above are an x

important special case of vibrations.	 In the vibrations

conditions test; it would be possible to ascertain the effects

of vibration on the suspended lens and also determine the

useful function of the systems _during ext erna:1 vibrational.

influences.	 Just as in the g>loading tests, there is sufficient

reason to expect significantp-	 g	 performance changes In acconunodati.on
when external vibrations are _applied.	 In particular, experimental. =^

r

studies have shown the lens dynamics of certain persons to
f

have a resonant frequency of vibration from 1.5 to 4 hertz 51)

When. excited at these frequencies the lens can be seen to

oscilAte with an amplitude that is as much as 35% great er than

its excursions at lowerfrer^t^encl es.



Anot;hen., sories of tests of i.riterest would be

performed with the subject experiencing angular rotations
j:

about his three axes of rotation, It has been known for.

many years that angular velocities other than `zero affect the

accommodative system thorough its interaction iAiith the

vestibular control system. 19)	 The vestibular system

maintains the spatia:L reference of the human being and In

so doing probably gElnerater; the 'reference for the a.ccommodat-Ave

control system. The tests to be `undorte:ken would subject-. the

person under test to constant angular velocities whale

monitoring the lens, pupil and vergence v^ari.ables in response

to accommodative starau:l.:i.. The target to be Focused would be

moving with the same angular velocity -a;, the sub jcct so that

it would always" appear to be on his optloeal. a1; is. Such' test

conditions simulate to a , good approximation the conditions

found in a rotating space-craft or airplane 'with the on••-beard

instruments being repr. esented by the target to be foes,>r^d.

3) X11minatlon Test Procedures

The accommodative system has been shown to be of the

interacting type, 43) Spec i f.acall_y the iris. act; as an error

s:igmal modulator where the error signal is the retinal image

blur. The iris (or pupil) diameter responds dynamically ;both

to accommodative stiriiulation and illumination level:

change„. 55) Therefore the pupil has two dominant Anputs in

any acconimoda,t:ive ex per lmental situation.

This implies that accommodative. per. f ormance can be

influenced through the, pupil , systetli; by illumination changes

in the environment. To 'determine a quantitative wary these
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acooilmlodat ive, Influenc es the subject focuses on a target

that :15 situat ed on th e opt ical axis of Ui'le ey t; while th e other

(consensual eye)	 is stimulated w ith .1.ight, of 'V'o,:[ious i-mvelengths '1

and	 Since both pupils .respond when Either is

photieal,'I y stimulated the pupil of the eye f romi _ which the ^.

lens is being monitored will dilate or contract in respon e

to the illumination changes.	 In this way the effect of

illumination level on accommodative response can be studied.

Such information Would be valuable in'determining the best

ace mmlodative wper.formance ill amination bevel: for in-flight

- cabins, cockpits or even- on-ground work environments req.uiving

good. accommodative status. 	 Since the control.l irig muscles of

the lens system are easily fatigued it is 	 to make,important

the environment. (where practical) as conducive as possible to

good optical , performance.	 One of the easiest controlled and

isyet often the most neglected environmental_ condition l

illumination,	 If the illumination tests -show a. definite

quantitative improvement in aecomioda Live performance, the

results certainly would have wide application.
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In this section the clinical Implications and

app:l.icatiolis of the ocular reflex variables 'are outlined in the
i,

context of present medicral litei:,ature.	 As will become obvious

in the text, development of adequate in,s.trument:ation for

measuring the dynamic near reflex is paramount for _utilizing

these variables diagnostically.

The three ocular variables of the near reflex `are

a) Sens accommodation: Dynamic deformation of the

lens as it changes di optrie power to follow target ,sti. mult.

b) Pupil diameter: Dynamic diameter changes of the

pupil to either limi:nance or accommodative stimuli.

c) Consensual, vergence: Dynamic angular rotations

"	 of the consensual eye to-accommodative stimulations.

These variables are strongly dependent on each other,

although very little is knovYn . about the', system relations between

the.various interactions.	 Also, the variables depend on other

inputs such as Illuminance, fused binocular image, etc. 	 The

general tendency of these near reflex responses is to optimize j

the image quality and position on each retina for a wide variety—

of target positions, so that the .subject perceives binocularly

a single fused image of minimal blur and sharpest detail.,

Clinically, the near reflex variables are of importance

because they are ideally suited to serve as performance

cri teria in testing	 nd monitoring	 ^	 sg	 g pxoccdure.^.	 Numerous

defects exist or develop in many persons, a,n 	 the ophthalmologist

or neurologist utilises some of the most advanced physical and

engineering principles to establish the enact nature' of these
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d.e Veots,, On the other hand, the development and Instrumentation

of corrective meoha,ni. sms h-as advanoed towards now teohnic;A

achievements.

We will now give oomo _examples of the ,clini.cal

r i:mpartance` or uti.:l lvati.on of "certain aspects of the near

reflex variables.

Lens Accommodation

a) Pr.esbyopia is known as the condition in which

persons are unable to focus stifficiently to perform 1-10rr11a7

11 1,jeari work. This defect Is strongly dependent on the age

of a person and:
, 
becomes increasingly frequent for the older

agb groups. Some data obtained. by Du gs .:, ] 6) Using a

subjective blur crfiterion y ` are shotm in Fig. .14. 1

l	
_
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men awl, upper axl lower limits of tho rociproctl of Clio near point of amm•
ntodnlion lit	 to tho monsuromelits 017l7ua10 (1913).

Figure M.1

5inoe in any subjective blur criterion the depth

of f ocus as experienced by the subject plays an important role,

the ordinate of Fig.. 14, 3. is difficult ,to relate to arlpli ttide
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of. acco) ,miiodat'L^?>'1,_ Therefore, all oiD jerc"bi've (1e't;eC71t°lzlt^t j.C^n of

C	 29)
	sa3mil.a:r d.t-tie vrau ,iv z'z by Hazrvasaki et al,	 showing that

the amplitude of ,&cconlrnodation for any age gaup 3.s 1-5-2

diopters smaller thmi . sWila:r values obtained w t,h sub jet;t:i ve

measurements.

A	 Moximurn dirferenca
0ccommai0ti,^tt stimulus

Arm
v 0

p p o 00ta of I fame i,t,i et of, (19SW
b-
ii-
U	 p 000
 'O	 -
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' 1	 \^\;.^ • Monimum difference accommodotion response

0 .	 FFIN.y.^....
3 	
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t;	 Age (yeorcJ

\Icatj values for tho maximum amount the dioptrlo power of Clio 0yo cart ill.
erase (filled crrehs) for varioti ms accurdia" to tho (lath of lftunasstl(i et at, (19..36),
7.'he open 61.010s teprescatt llem-Tolli8 delcrtiiinationrs by the 1jush-up moChod in tho name
popttla(ipli samplo.

Figuree l.4.2

It is Important to note: here that what i

measured objectively Is t he static accommodation only. Up to

now there is no dwta available to show how the dync^m.^:r.

accommodation varies with age. One generally assumes that

lenticular.  sclerosis is the mac i.n cause for pxe:sby0pie. BY

this Is meant, the Increase; in weight, ` volume, specific gravity,

thickness, and. rlSidity of the lens fibers, and a aec reasr. n

	

elasticity of the l:	 capsule.
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	equation	 the motion of the 1011131
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b) Myopia ref. r-,r^n to the '.i.z7.t7lUi l.'lt:y of aperson   to

relax h  acoommodatj-on enouth to focus sharply for "fax-

distance" objects. It can l^^ve ver.l.ous cal sot", like abno:'rnal.

length of eye axis, high coavex.i.ty of cornoa or lens surfaces,

or abnormal.. index of refraction of so) -tie Of the eye; media.

Typically, myopia, amounts to 3.`di.optex but cean be as high as

20 di.opters in some cases. There again, little Is known about.

associated dynaanio defects.

An inte:resting fo:rra of myopia Is found under

special viewing conditions that may occur frequently during

space and flight missions. One form Is the 'empty field myopia

which' means that persons exert on the average 0. j diopterrs o f

accornmoda:tion when viewing an empty visual space; in other
words, objects at a distance of. 2 meters will be in focus

on their retinas (Whiteside 8 )) . A. very similar form of

myopia is night myopia, in which care the empty field is

produced ei.t•her, by the absence of light or. the reduction of

the light level to prevent any deta;ll In the visual field to

act as an accommodative sti.?tru:l.us. A review of night P.iyopi.a
r

is given by Knoll 36) .

Besides the two deflo encio,s In a.ccow-modation just`

mentioned, there are numerous other difficulties a person can

have (and ofto)-i has) to obtain a clear and undistorted image

on the retina for an appreo able range of object distances

(hyperopia, asti.gmatioll, etc.). A vast amount" of instruments

-I
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have been designed to measu re and distinguish the various

type`s of deficiencies, and to correct and restore:, imarre'

quality.

Pupf l Di. —,letex^

The pupil is an Important factor In establishing a

certain depth-of focus and in maintaining a comfortable retinal

illumination. If blur is the error s:lgna"f. to the ace 70 -aodative

control system, the pupil diameter plays a significant tole

In the determination of the final value of this error signal

(Cf. Eq. 4.3, Section ). However, most ophthalmologists and

neurologists are satisfied when the pupils are round and equal:.,

of average size, and show a normal reaction to .light and near

vision

The following quotation from a report by Loot-enstein1{0}

illustrates the clinical importance and usefulness of the dynamic

pupil reaction to light;

"Pupillary disturbances as found in syphilitic and

other infections of the central nervous system, in multiple

sclerosis, tumors or traumati.sin to the brain, in degenerative

diseases of the brain, in primary simple glaucoma, or in damage.

to peripheral pupillary pathways, lead to a ;Large variety of

-deviations from the normal reflex pattern. They escape

observation with the una ided eye but are distinctly character-

istic in pupillographic records. Each of the pathological

pupillary reflex shapes Is the expression of damage at a

specific site within the centers oy pathways of pupillary

control. Therein lies their-value for topical diagnosis,



Because the nervous centers and pzLl^;ra s involved
- .

in 'the control of the pupil cii.ar_1efi,er are fairly well known

abnormalities In the pupilla.ry remotion can often be

identified and localized in relation to specific pathological

proceUses. As another practical application, the behavior of

the pupil as an aidAn determining the depth of narcosis can

be mentioned. Also, the pupil d:tameter depends on psychological

influences and can be an indication of fatigue, attention,

excitement, mental :Load, etc. At the moment only qualitative

data is available on these influences, but increasing research

efforts attempt; to relate the data-to intell:igence . , problem

difficulty, 'interest, etc.

The pupil is known to react on accommodation

stimuli (Cf. Fig. 11.2) and presently experiments are being

cArried on to determine the dynamic relation between lens

diopters on one side (measured with dynamic optometer) and

pupil diameter on the other side.

Consensual Ver hence

In its most obvious form, consensual vergence

response occurs when a target` is moved on the optical* a.xi.s of

one eye, while the other eye is occluded. The occluded eye will

rotate inwards or outwards, depending on whether the accommodation

is increased or decreased. This rotation is usually referred

to as accomodative vc^^genca, and especially the aceorrunodative

convergence to accommodation ratio (AC/A) has gained clinical

interest and is considered a valuable diagnostic measucern^nt.



One would like to measure exactly the ratio between the

innervations to accorturtadatitYe convergence and accommodation.

At the p-r. esent time this is not possible. with the avai lable

techniques. However, Alpern et. al. 7) have shown that under

certain conditions a linear relationship exists between accom-

modation-stimulus, acco-TiimoCt,,3t3.on .. .response, and accommodation

vergence. The AC/A'ratio is qu-aritified if, for example, the

amount of'accorr!modative convergence associated with a unit

change in the refraction of the eye has been determined. This

is what is called the response AC/I& ratio. Clinically, it Is

difficult to measure the response AC/A. ratio for it needs

measurins; of the refract ion of the eye when the acco=iodation-

stimulus is changed. Therefore, often the amount of change

In accommodatire convergence per unit change In the accornmoation

stimulus is measured, and is referred to as the stimulus AC/A

ratio.

Figure 14.3 shows the distribution of the stimulus

AC/A ratio, in the population, while Figure 14.4 shows that

the stimulus AC/A ratio is rather independent of age.

30	 Normal
t	 j	 ` curve

Y 20
o	

N=104

= 3 . 39 J/D
101	 ,	 ^^	 c5 =1 . 19 J/Da	 ,	 ,

0 I 2 
3a! 

5 G / 8
Accommodative-convergence accommodation

Prism dioptres per dioptre

1)isUiGutiou nt' stimulus :1C./A iii 1ho population as mety, red by fixation
disparity methods. (Data from b('lo and Martens, 1957.)

Figure 3A 3
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. A number of studies have been devoted to the Effect

of drugs on the AC/A ratio. 	 Figure 14.5 shows an example of

the effect of alcohol on the stimulus AC/A xatio.

s .
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